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Another SKYLARK 3 saccess ...

First for 1962 . . .
World out-and-return gliding record on the 4th January

Dick Georgeson of New Zealand, flying a Skylark 3F, made an out
and-return flight of 400 miles subject to confirmation, thus
establishing-a new world record,

*
In production for 1962 ...

CAPSTAN
SIDE·BY·SIDE
TWO-SEATER

SKYLARK 4

Development work on this type is now complete and pro
duction is underway.

Test flights have shown the performance and handling quali
ties to exceed our expectations.

This is the training two-seater for the next decade.

Development work on this 18 metre type has"been underway
for the last two years. The full prototype is about to fly. Pro
duction aircraft will be available from March onwards.

A new fuselage and new outer wing designs gives the airc~;;t
a new look and still higher performance.

The SKYLARK 3 was a World Beater, the '4' will be even
better.

Slingsby Sailplanes Ltd.
KIRBYMOORSIDE, YORK Tel: Kirbymoorside 312-313

"Pioneers of British Gliding"
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[aley's ~Ian·carrying Gliders-A New Discovery
by Charles H. Gibbs-Smith

Reprodw::ed by permission ji-om "The Times"
Since Mr. Gibbs-Smilh, Ihe eminent aeronautical.hislarian, wrote Ihe arlir!e on "The First
Man-carrying Glic!er" published in our Oclober, 1961, issue (p. J06), he ha.s discoveredfurlher
delails nol only of this 1853 machine, but also ofan earlier glilier which lifted a boy in 1849.

THE prosaic pursuit of aeronautical balance of ups and downs along the way,
history should not by rights be a and over some 15 years in the business I

hunting ground for psychical research; but have had just such fair and average luck.
when a single historian is blessed-pursued But not with Cayley. With him the
would be a better word-by l'reposterous mathematics of chance have been out
good· fortune concerning one dead. man, rageous!y flouted for my benefit and for the
that historian may perhaps be forgiven for posthumous benell,t of the great man
wondering what on earth (or in the air) has concerned. Leaving aside the many small
been happening to him. arrivals of lw;;k, there has been a quartet of

Sir George Cayley, Bt. (1773-1857), is occasions whose arrival has been uncanny.
now internationally accepted as the true The first windfall was stumbling across
inventor of the modern aeroplane "de the only known contemporary reference to
toutes pieces", as the most cautious French Cayley's sending a man off in gliding flight.
authority puts it: "le plus grand ·genie de The second was the "rediscovery" (de
I.'aviation" and "le veritable inventeur de scribed last year) of Cayley's 1852 paper on
I'aeroplane" are two of Charles Dollfus's gliders, which contained a detailed account,
many tributes. As Napoleon was over- with illustrations, of his design for a man
running Europe, Cayley-in the peaceful carrier which anticipated the modern
surroundings of his family seat at Brompton aeroplane by a full 50 years: this. find was a
(near Scarborough)-was laying the prime example of serendipity, as I was
foundations of the science of aerodynamics seeking something quite unconnected with
(1799-1809); building and flying modem- Cayley, and arrived at the glider by the
configuration gliders, both model and large- collision of some half-dozen highly im
size (1804-09); and publishing his findings probable circumstances. The third de
(1809-10), on which all modem flying is pended upon electrical repain at the R.Ae.S.
based. Incidentally, when Napoleon was obliging the librarian, Mr. Frank Smith, to
planning to invade Britain, Cayley took dear and move a cupboard; and his fipding
time off and designed same of the most in it a packet of drawings by Cayley of his
advanced finned projectiles with which 10 hot-air engine (with which I was not
repel him (l804~05). In 1849 Cayley tested concerned) which Hodgson mw;t have
a full-size aeroplane both in ballast and mislaid there over 30 years ago, far away
(for brief distances) with a boy on board: ftom ,the other Cayley papers; Mr. Smith
and in 1853 sent his unwilling coachman told me of the find, and ~aid he knew it was
across a small valley at Brompton in the not my pigeon, but that I might find some
first proper manned gliding flight of history.. titbit to interest me. I did. On the back of

It recently feB to the present writer to the last sneet bot one was the complete
carry out a detailed survey of all Cayley's wing-plan, dimensions, and other details of
aeronautical activities for the Science Cayley's last aircraft design, Qf which we
Museum, a work which has resulted in the had known nothing.
locating, recording, dating and assessing. of The last-but perhaps not tbe fioal
more than a hundred projects and achieve- incident, and by far t~ most important, has
ments in aviation and aerostat ion. But just happened. I was bringing my museum
there are' still some exasperating gaps in our monograph to a close, and was clearing up
knowledge of Cayley's machines; in par- various details, .among which were the
ticular his man-earrying aeroplanes, which identities of Cayley'iJ two grandsons, both
we know from his own and other contem- confusingly called George. I appealed to
porar)' sources to have been built and Lady Cayley and asked for certain dates in
tested. their lives·; she quickly put me right, and !n

Any research worker may expect a fair her answering letter remarked that ID
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searching for my dates she had noticed
some aeronautical items among Cayley's
private papers (these have always remained
with the family) which have lain in a
muniment chest for over a century. Again
thinking I might find a titbit which I could
add to my manuscript at the last minute, I
asked whether I might have the papers
down in London to sort, to save her the
trouble. This letter, by the way, aimost
never reached Lady Cayley; after I had
addressed and sealed it, it fell out of sight
behind some stacked books in my very
untidy office, and I only found it by mistake
when-on hands and knees-I was looking
for a book some days later. Anyway, Lady
Cayley generously and promptly agreed,
and the parcel duly arrived on my desk. I
cannot pretend that I felt the spirit of the
sixth baronet hovering over me-in any
case it would probably -be one of the young
Georges if it were anyone's-but I certainly
experienced some acute form of psycho
somatic shock. For I found in my hands
some of the most valuable documents in the
history of aviation, brought there by
heaven knows, what chance. Some of my
manuscript was of course immediately
wrecked by this revelation; but never was

destruction more masochistically welcomed.
Most of the treasures lie in two leathe,r

bound notebooks which Cayley must once
have intended for his reading notes; across
the fore-edge of one is written the word
"Passions", and of the other "Egypt",
names by which they must now be known.
Strewn among a variety of notes ranging
from technical data on the crops at
Brompton to his butler's recipe for ginger
beer, are the fOIlQwing principal aeronautica
each with drawings and detailed descrip
tions: no fewer than three whirling arms for
aerofoil testing (1818-SO), one of them to
take surfaces of 10 square feet (Cayley was
the first in history to use this device for
aeronautical research); the first device in
history for testing aeronautical stream
lining, also in the form of a whirling arm
(1850); another gunpowder motor and a
propulsive "flapper" used in a test rig for
smalJ~caleexperiments in aircraft propul
sion (1850); the first design in history for a
tandem wing aeroplane (1815); his most
sophisticated model glider, of which scantier
details were sent to France in 1853, but
never pUblished; and of a swinging-plate
anemometer (1849) which may prove to be
the first of its kind.

1,400 ft.
a.s.l.

The
long Mynd,
Shropshire

BRITAIN'S
FINEST

SOARING
S ITE

Home of the MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
YOU WANT ITI - WE HAVE ITI

Ab initio training
Advlll'lCed instruction Fleet: P.refect, 2 Swallows,

Aerobetic, Blind flying training 2 Olympias, Skylark 11, 2 T·2Ibs,
5-hour duration, Silver "C" Height T-42b and Tugmaster

Ridge soaring, thermals, wave flying
Excellent residential clubhouse Subscription £9 Entrance fee £3

Good food Bar Lauhches 31•• Flying 'lee 12/• per hr.

IlES/DENT/AL SUMMER COURSES
Wrilf! for Coursf! Brochurf! and Mf!mbf!rship Pro,pKlu. 10:

'ENQUIRIES',
Midland GlIding Club Ltd.. Long Mynd.

CHURC" STRfTTON. Shropshire
r.1. Linley 206
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Windfall of windfalls is a rough but
complete sketch of the full-size glider which
was flown in ballast in 1849, and in which a
boy was floated off the ground as recorded
by Cayley in his so<alled French paper of
1853. This is the first drawing (reproduced
here) of a full-scale aeroplane actually built

The glider design unearthed last year was
published by Cayley in 1852, and shows the
same basic machine except for the wing
structure. I then guessed we had there the
form of the famous "coachman-earrier",
Which-by the way-a note in this newly
found notebook ~tablishesas being built in

Sir George Caley's own rough sketch ofhis triplone of 1849.

and tested which has survived in history.
It is a triplane with the wings set at a
dihedral angle for lateral stability (shown in
another, end-on, sketch), with the same
controls as shown in the drawings published
last year; that is to say, a fixed but adjust
able tail-unit to provide longitudinal
stability, and a pilot-operated elevator-cum
rudder. The wing area is given in a note as
338 square feeL The two flappers (or
propulsive winglets) figure often in the
Cayley papers, and he wanted to see how
much the gliding angle could be reduced by
their actioTL Not only are these sketches
given in the "Egypt" notebQok, but a list of
the parts of the machine and their individual
weights, as well as the machine's name:
Cayley calls it "the old flyer" (to distinguish
it from the carrier of the famous coachman,
which is referred to nearby as "the new
flyer"). Except for a detailed drawing of the
car, we have ne\(er had any idea until now
what this historic machine looked like.

1853. From clues now available, and one
definite statement in a short note, the
coachman-carrier was not a monoplane like
the 1852 design, but either a biplane or a
triplarte-probably the latter. The wing·
plan is still in doubt, but it was probably
something between the boy-carrier r1l!lW
discovered, anti the 1852 design: this i~

suggested by a rapidly done sketch diagram
in the "Egypt" notebook showing what
Cayley hoped to gain with the flight of the
coachman-earrier. The rest of the coach
man-earrier would almost certainly be on
the general lines of the other machines.

Copyright The Times Publishing Co. Ltd.,
1961.

Since the publication of the foregoing
article in The Times, some writers have
doubted the ability of such an aircraft to
fly successfully as a glider, anp to lift the
boy for even the few yards Cayley claimed
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for it. Particular criticism in this connection
has been aimed at the narrowness of the
wing gaps, and .the resulting impairment of
lift. 1 asked Mr. J. L. N"vLER what he felt
about these doubts, and he writes as
foJ.lows:-

"I see no reason why .the machine could
not have glided successfully in ·still air
conditions, and perform as Cayley records,
including the lifting of the boy for a few
yards. Although the wing gaps appear
small in view of his recommendations else
where, he wou'ld have achieved sufficient
lift for the three surfaces in triplane form,
.although-if the .gap was as narrow as
appears in, the sketcn-the lift for a given
area would have been less than if the gap
had been greater. It will be noted tflat the

wing area w<ts large (338 sq. ft.) and the
unloaded weight of the machine about
130 Ibs. The wing section in flight is not
known; but even if it was nearly a flat
plane-and despite the narrow wing gaps
the wings would have been more than
adequate to support .the machine in success
ful gliding flight without the boy, and
adequate to lift him for the few yards
Cayley claimed. The chief defect of the
machine lay in the complete lack of
voluntary lateral control, an achievement
that had to wait for the Wright brothers'
gliders of 1900-02, and their subsequent
powered machines. But Cayley's 1849
glider was undoubtedly capable of the
'Successful though limited flying he rePQrted
of it."

Flying in the Italian Championships
- by Philip Wills

Reproduced by permission of"Flight"
(Continued from December, 1961 issue, p.366)

Assisi to Castel Baronia cumulus forming overhead made easy the
The surface wind was light and north- location of the upcurrents beneath them.

westerly, the usual hot, blue day. A surface By 2.30 1 was running down the wide
temperature of nearly 80°F. was needed to central valley in the heart of the Apennines,
break down the inversion and give us lift from L'Aquila to Sulmona, on my left the
to 4,000 ft., and our ceiling would rise with giant wall of the Gran :Sasso d'Italia, Monte
the sun, eventually over the mountains Co,rvo, Como, Paganica, 9;000 and 10.000
reaching perhaps 10,000 ft. under and ft. giants, on my right, and almost as high
within the mountain cumulus. the chain including Monte d'Ocre and

It was useless to take off too earty, so it Monte Sirente. My own height was 10,000
was 1.15 before 1 was released over Assisi, ft., p:lenty of lift, no worries in the world.
to circle and climb wjth my friends and As 1 flew soutb the valley wall of the
competitors over and above the slopes of Montaga del Masure on my left coalesced
Monte Subasio. At fitst below the tree-line into the most gigantic soaring slope I have
we dooge6 into and out of the bays and ever seen. From the vaUey the mountainside
crannies of the lower slopes; then we sprang up in a.45° slope for some 6,000 ft.,
climbed onto the. grass.--covered heights, running on ahead of me for miles; and
Assisi becarrte a cluster of white spots on its since this slope faced not only the wind but
spur far below then the mountain itself was also the sun, 1 flew eagerly towards it,
overtopped. and we set course east of south certain of finding miles of strong ·and
for che high mountains and our goaL friendly lift.

By now 1 had become accustomed to the One of the rather surprising features of
look and lay-out of the country below, and soaring on steep mountain slopes is that the
had no hesit.ation on leaving the safe. wide upcurrent, though ?ften strong, is only 10
valley runnmg south from Perugla to be found very close mdeed to the face of the
Spoleto on my right and setting course over mountain, so that, until one gets used to it,
the tumbled hills an'd valleys leading to the it is quite alarming to be flying along with
main high wall of the Apennines. The first one wing practically s.craping II rock wa~1
fifty miles went by, a perpetual feast and some thousands of feet high. But on thiS
wonder to the eyes, but without difficulty, occasion 1 suffered one of the rudest shocks
for as the ground below rose, so did the of my gliding career. Never have I been
height of the thermals, and high flat so certain of finding lift, and I had expected
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Mountain village, 2,000 ft. up.

aclil11b of up to 1,000 ft. a minute. Instead, narrowing side valley with a small stream
as the trees and rocks ahead swung into running up it, round a right angle and then
close focus, the air beneath me seemed to south up to the little !.ago di Scano. I was
open up, and I found myself plummeting down to 2,500 ft. To the north was the
down at the fantastic rate of 1,200 feet a 3,ooo-ft. Monte PreZ2a, the valley got
minute. The mountains ahead and above narrower and I got lower, we came to the
seemed to leap into the sky, the trees and right-angle bend and I got a whiff of rising
cliff in front swept up like a rising theatre air. I circled tightly and looked back. If
curtain, and I put the Skylark into a vertical all went well I could just get back and out
bank, turned back to the valley, and rushed to the main valley. If I hung to my lift and
away from the invisible Niagara as fast a.~ I it turned bad on me, it might be doubtful.
could. A single-line railway had twisted up the

OearIy I had been caught out by the little valley to just below, then it saw what
Adriatic sea-breeze, which must have been it was facing, did a 1800 turn, gave a gasp of
penetrating inland and cataracting over and horror at what it saw behind, turned a
down the mountain range into my valley. further 90 0 and dived straight into the
By the time I had escaped from its clutches. mountainside, from which, as far as I could
I was down to a mere 3,000 ft. over the see, it never emerged. I wished I could
valley north of Sulmona, with mountains fonow suit. Bu. slowly the tumbled air
ahead and right and left towering far above sorted itself out, slowly I climbed, and at
me. Unless I could find lift somehow. last the air solidified into a coherent
somewhere, I must land with only around thermal, the valley below diminished, hope
100 miles in the bag, which would almost became certainty, and I was up and away
certainly put me out of the running. again on my course, little daunted by the

If the ai r was cataracting down the eastern sight of another white sailplane, the Skylark
valley walls, it was at least likely that the of Brennig James, sailing overhead fast and
compensating upcurrents were to be found free.
to the west; so I flew in that direction and After this tbere were no more troubles
soon found myself flying up a steep and for a long time, and as I flew on south-east
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past Campobasso the mounlaims became
lower and less imperious. As the sun set, a
st"'ong sea breeze from the W.N.W. came
tliJ help me on my way, but at the same time
increasingly to cut down the thermals. At
last, around 6 p.m., I was flying over a
country of wide valleys and low hills with
large stubble fields" and every now and
tben a grimmer, higher ridge with the
inevitable town perched on top of each.
This was bound to lead to one final
balancing decision, and in due course I got
so low that it just was or was not possible
to surmount one final rough and unlandable
ridge ahead, to reach the next wide valley
beyond. On top was the town of Ariano.
I took it on and cleared its foofs with
perhaps 200 ft. in hand. Ahead in the next

valley lay my ioovitable landing. I swept on
down the. slopes, over the valley, o'(er a
road, along the banks of a small river; and
a ploughed field Dffered a good larlding
place; I turned and approached Nt. 'Two
feet above it I realised with horror tliat a
ploughed field in Italy bote no relation to
its featherbed cQunterpart in England, for
this one was comprised of enormous ch:Unks
of earth, the size of paving-stones, baked
as hard as rock. I prolonged my glide as
weU as 1 could to its far edge, but it got
if anything worse, and we subsided onto it
with a series ·ofshattering jolts. I scrambled
out and took a .tQo-brief look at her; she
seemed all righ,t, and turned to meet the
Italians pouring at me through the maize
field between me and the road.

T HE 1986 Annualgeneral Meeting of th,e
Club was held In the new Conference

Hall which towers over No. 3 Hangar, with
a record attendance of 400 delegates
representing 7,000 members.

The Chairman summed up the year's
activities as successful in every way. Over
90,000 rocket launches were a record and it
was gratifying that only a handful of pilots
had failed to return. The fact that l..ondon
was now built liP as far as Northampton
had introduced c.ertain hazards into cross
country flying, particularly on out-and
returns in marginal conditions. However,
Ellingsby Corporation had risen to the
occasion splendidly with the new Streaklark
XXII, which helped to make final glides a
little less exciting. The astute business men
on the Club Committee had years before
bought up small concrete plots distributed
at Zo-mile intervals through the urban
wastes, on which less fortunate pilots could
land if need be. True, they had not been
rich enough to buy up the surrounding
plots on which very tall buildings were
growing, creating yet an0ther headache for
Ellingsby .at the low-speed end. (Laughter).

Airways had not brought the problems
which were anticipated at one time'. Credit
for this wellt to the brilliant series of take
over bids which shook Throgmorton Street
and put Ellingsby Corporation in full
control of the Aircraft Industry with a mere

Twenty-five Years from Now
An extract from a {utuFe issue of the London ·G!iding Club Gazette

1 per cent holding (deafening applause).
Only V.T.O. aircraft 0perating at 100,000 ft.
were constructed, and incidents were very
rare.

The growth of the private-owner fleet had
continued; with the trailer-rack ex~ending

half-way up the hill; was it not timc that a
halt was called? (Cries of "never!" from
the back of the hall were quickly sup
pressed.)

The Club's prosperity resulted from the
bold stroke which brought about EUROSOAR
with its headquarters at the Common
Market Soaring Centre in Totternboe; this
had led to the eclipse of the once-famed
C-mm-nw-Ith GI·d·ng C·ntr•. (An ovation.)

There were no questions from the floor,
though delegates fought to be allowed to
propose the first vote of thanks. The
election formalities over, the delegates and
their ladies trooped out to watch the march
past of the instructing staff. A highlight of
the evening was a spotlit aerobatic
display and a comic turn with ancient 1964
towing-planes actuafly pulling gliders on the
end of a rope-to the general hilarity of all.
The squat 18-metre craft were made even
more .quaint by the pilots wearing the
traditional top-hats which were doffed to
the glittering crowd below ...

(Reproducer! with acknowledgements from
the Londoll Gliding Club Gazette, Dec.,
1961.)
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Oxygen Equipment In Sailplanes
by Flight Lieut. R. P. Saundby

L~Qjf~ts from

Price £8.13s.8<I. (ex 1forks)

Cobb-Slaler lost Co. Ltd.

Recorda gtJin"d at NtJtw1UJI Gnd
International Championampa

"COSIM" WOR,KS, DARLEY DALE,
MATLOCK, DERBYS.

'Phone: Dartey Dale 2138

tosnl VARIO~1ETERS
need no introduction

Also

"Cook" Electric Variometers
"Cook" Compasses

Irving Venturis
"Cosim" Best Speed Scale Holders

Water Traps and Nose Pitot~

Where thereis Gliding there areCOSIMS
3,000 in use all over the World

I N recent years the standards of sail))lane
flying and the potentialities of the air·

craft available have been rapidly increasing.
As a result great altitudes have been
attained, and the present world height
record stands at an altitude which is
beyond the range of most powered aircraft.

Consequently many clubs and private
owners are fitting oxygen systems to their
aircraft, but in many cases with very little
idea of the physiological requirements or
limitations of their equipment.

The body requires a constant supply of
oxygen so that it can oxidise oTganic
substances to obtain energy. For this it
must have a minimum quantity, or partial
pressure, of oxygen at all times in the lungs.
Now, as we ascend through the atmosphere,
tJle total pressure falls, and as the com
position of the air is constant, with about
liS oxygen at all heights, the quantity of
oxygen in the lungs will also fall with
height. Up to a certain degree a healthy
human body can accept a lower oxygen
quantity, but above 10,000 ft. there is a
definite deterioration, and above 15,.000 ft.
it becomes essential to enrich the inspired
air with oxygen. If this is not done and we
continue to ascend without oxygen, there
will be a rapid deterioration of peiformanee tion of the lips and fingers. Ultimately the
and consciousness will probably be lost pilot will become unconscious. The time
just above 20,000 ft. taken to unconsciousness depends on the

Diamond heights have been attained altitude, but if the anoxia has been caused
without oxygen from a low launch, but it by a failure of the oxygen system the time of
must be emphasised that this is a dangeTous consciousness is short, being only 3 minutes
practice because the lowered pilot per- at 25,000 ft., falling to 1 minute at 30,000 ft.
formance could easily lead to a loss of Up to this stage I have been referring to
control in turbulent cloud, and loss of normal healthy adults; now, one does not
consciousness could well result in structural need to be at a high pitch of athletic
failure of the aircraft and a fatal accident. training in order to fly at altitude, bUl

The symptoms of anoxia are very similar anyone who gets breathless on going up
to the effects of alcohol, and include stairs or during the normal ·exertions of
deterioration in the ability to perform dragging gliders out of the hangar, would
skilled tasks, coupled with a spurious be well advised to consult their own doctor
over..confidence. These are the features of before making ambitious sorties towards
anoxia which make it so dangerous because the stratosphere.
the over..confidence might tempt a pilot For the purpose of using oxygen, the
without oxygen to remain in good lift while atmosphere can be divided into four
his deterioratton of skill could lead to a regions:
loss of control, with the e"'er-present GROUND LEVEL-15,OOO FEET.-In this
possibility of his airbrakes being iced up. region no oxygen is required, although the

Other symptoms of anoxia are nausea, effects of anoxia may be Q,oticed if a long
trembling or twitching and a blue coloura· period of time is spent over 10,000 ft.
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LIGHTWEIGHT OXYGEN
EQUIPMENT

Normalair ox)'gcn breathing installations, both fixed and
ponable, an: currently in use by gliding enthusiasts both
in this coumry and in 013ny other parts of the u'orld and
have contribmcd [0 the attainment of a number of world
altitude and distance records.
All the items in this range of Normalair equipment have
been designed to provide maximum efficiency and
adaptability with minimum weight penalties; a fi."{cd
installation with a capacity of 750 litres for example,
weighing as link as 12~ lb. complete. In all cases, a means
is provided for the selection of various rn,tcs of oxygen
flow, ranging from a minimum of 2 altcrnath'c ratC5, to a
ma'\imum of 5.
In addition to the above. Normalair also manufacture a
range of lightweight breathing equipment for use in
executive and light aircraft; component design allo",ng
in all cases a wide variation of layout to suit individual
requirements.•••~4&4\.a11

YEOVIL ENGLAND I ~
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15,000 FT.-33,OOO FT.-In this region
oxygen must be added to the inspired air to
bring the actual quantity of oxygen which
enters the body up to acceptable levels.
The quantity of oxygen required will
increase with altitude, artd flows used are
usually between 2! and 5 litres per minute.

33,000 FT.-40,OOO FT.-In this height
band it is essential to breathe 100%
oxygen; this means that the equipment
must not only deliver enough oxygen, but
the mask must seal well on the face to
prevent inward leakage of air.

40,000 FT. PLUS.-40,OOO ft. represents
the upper limit of using 100% oxygen. The
ambient pressure is so Iow that even 100%
oxygen will not provide the body with a
sufficient mass of oxygen to sustain life. To
those who think that because they are
breathing 100% oxygen the)' must be all
right at any height, I would say that in
outer space the pressure is zero, and 100%
of zero is zero! If we wish to flyover
40,000 ft. it is essential to use some form of
pressure-breathing equipment. These
systems become more elaborate the greater
the altitude required, culminating in a full
pressure "space suit':. However, the
simpler forms have been used in military
aircraft for many years, and there is no
reason, apart from weight and cost, why
they should not be fitted into a sailplane.

The world altitude record now stands at
well over 46,000 ft., and to beat it pressure
breathing oxygen equipment is essential.
In this country, flights over 40,000 ft. are
unlikely, but there are standing waves
which have been observed up to this
altitude.

Oxygen systems are fundamentally one
of two systems.

In the economiser system, a regulator
produces a set flow, which can be varied
according to the altitude. The oxygen then
flows into an economiser which in its
simplest form is just a balloon. The
function of the economiser is to convert the
constant flow of the regulator to the
intermittent flow of respiration during
which we only inhale for about a third of
the cycle. The oxygen is led by a wide-bore
tube, which can accept high peak res
piratory rates of flow, to the mask. In
aircraft systems it is essential that a non
return valve is incorporated in this tube,
because otherwise exhaled gas will pass
from the mask back in to the economiser,
and under low temperature conditions ice
will form and interfere with the efficient
working of the system. The essential
components of an economiser system are
shown below.

The oxygen is normally gaseous oxygen
stored in high-pressure cylinders at 1,800
p.s.i. The regulator may be mounted on the
cylinder or as a separate item. The econ
omiser in its simplest form is just a balloon
attached to the mask. or it can be in a: box
on its own; the non-return valve is usually
incorporated in the economiser or the mask.
The mask itself must be light and comfort
able; it must be fitted with provision for
admitting atmospheric air to "top up"
after the economiser has been emptied; this
is important when using lower flows of
oxygen at medium altitude so that at!
inhalation does not come to a sudden stop
as the economiser bag is emptied. The

ON-OFF
VALVE

',800
p.s.\.

REGULAiOP.

£CO,,",OMISEff.

DIAGRAM OF E.CONOM\SE.~ ~YGE.N SYSTtM
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expiratory valves of the mask are situated
at the bottom lowest part of the mask to
facilitate drainage, and are shielded to
reduce the chance of freezing. For use at
the higher altitudes the mask must make a
good seal on the face to prevent excessive
dilution with atmospheric air.

Current oxygen systems fitted in gliders
are usually the R.A.F. economiser system
using ex-service oomponents, or the Walte;
Kidde system. The R.A.F. system is a well
tried and safe system. although the installed
weight is rather high.

When an oxygen system is installed, it
must be remembered that the pipe and
connections between the cylinder and
regulator have to withstand 1,800 p.s.i. and
so must be of special copper pipe; also, on
no account must high~pressure oxygen be
allowed to come into contact with oil or
grease, because it will explode, so all
fitting must be done "dry".

The other common oxygen system in use
is the Waiter Kidde system. This is a very
good combination ofcylinder and cegulator.
The regulator has two settings, "Medium"
and "High". The medium setting is
suitable for altitudes between .15,000 ft. and
25,000 ft., while the high flow is adequate up
to 35,000 ft. The high flow is not suflkient
10 give 100% oxygen, and I would not
recommend the use of this system over
35,000 ft., and even this acoepts a consider
able degree of anoxia. Unfortunately
Waiter Kidde only make the cylinder and
regulator, and the system is being
commonly used with a most unsuitable
mask. This is the light disposable plastic
mask known in the R.A.F. as the type "L"
mask and in civilian mediC<1.1 practice as the
B.L.B. Mask. This mask has a rubber
balloon mounted in front of the mask with
no non-return valve between the mask and
the balloon. Oxygen is delivered into the
balloon. In use, some exhaled air passes
into the banoon, and its moisture condenses
011 the walls of the balloon and in the throat
connecting the balloon to the mask. If the
external temperature is below _5°C, the
warmth of the breath is insufficient to
prevent this mositure from freezing, and
ice will build up in the throat. Ultimately
the throat will block and oxygen pressure
will inflate the balloon and blow it off the
mask. This has in fact hapP\:ned on several
OQCaSions and there is a good account in
FIt. Lt. Carroll's "Dice with a Cumulo
nimbus" in SAiLPLANE AND GLIDING for

The Crossfell Audio
ATIACHMENT TO THE

Crossfell Electric
VarioTneter

gives audible indication of
lift and so enables a

sailplane pilot to maintain
a good lookout and fly
more accurately while

thermalling. It is an invaluable
aid to soaring.

*Cro..Jell J'ario"...ur.,
Y8TJ1rn.ore,

Ba,.rtGrd'. Green,
Malvern,
JYor~"'r.lair.

December, 1%0.
As in this country the _5°C isotherm is

almost always below 15,QOO ft., it can be
seen that this mask is not suitable for use in
unheated aircraft and should not be used.

It is of interest to note that when the
U.S. Army Air Corps used a similar mask
some 20 years ago they had over 59 deaths
from anoxia!

In the R.A.F.G.S.A., use of this mask
has been stopped, and we have developed a
simple balloon economiser which fits on
the front of a standard R.A.F. mask with a
non-return valve between the economiser
and the mask. WaIter Kidde have also
produced a simple mask consisting of a
double polythene bag, but although it is
said to be more resistant to freezihg, it is so
lightly constructed I fear that it would
probably get torn lying around in the
average sailplane cockpit.

The other basic oxygen system is the
demand system. This system is more
coml;'lex than the economiser system. It
consIsts of stored oxygen led to a demand
valve. This is basically the same as a
pressure-reducing valve set to a pressure
just below ambient. When a pilot inhales,
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he reduces the pressure in the mask and
delivery tube; this moves a diaphragm in the
demand valve. Movement of this dia
phragm opens a valve and allows oxygen to
flow into the delivery tUbe. Thus oxygen
only flows from the storage cylinder when
the pilot is inhaling. Provision is made for
diluting the Qxygen with air at the lower
altitudes so as to pro<iuce maximum
economy of oxygen; this is done auto
matically by means of barometric capsules.
Also provision can be made for delivery of
oxygen under pressure above 40,000 ft.

The mask for a demand system must seat
well to prevent air being drawn in around
the sides <)( the mask during inspiration.
Also, unlike the economiser system mask,
there must be no way in which air from
outside can enter the mask except thfOugh
the "Air Mix" of the regulator. The mask
has to have a compensated expiratory valve
if the system is to be used over 40,000' ft.;
this means that the lower surface of the
mask expiratory valve is loaded bY inlet
pressure, so that increasing delivery
pressure will pressurise the mask and that
the oxygen will not just escape through the
outlet valves.

Systems of this nature are used in alf
military aircraft operating over 40,000 ft.,

and would have to be used for any attempt
on the world altitude reCord.

Demand systems are rather comptex, but
they are in common use in SaIlplanes on the
Continent, and simple demand valves of a
very similar type are also mass-produced
for the compressed-aiI breathing equipment
used by skin divers.

When an oXcygen sYstem is put in an
aircraft, it should be properly installed; the
carriage of loose portable oxygen systems
in the 'cockpit is to be condemned because
in severe turbulence it can be not only
unpleasant but it is possible it might strike
the canopy with sufficient violence to
fracture the perspex. It must also be
remembered that the installation of an
oxygen system may affect the aircraft's
centre of gravity, and So the aircraft should
be re-weighed.

Oxygen storage cylinders should never
be allowed to become completely emptied,
because, if they do, they will have to be
purged, which involves heating the cylinders
to remove all possible traces of moisture.

There are other hazards of high-altitude
flying than anoxia. Owing to the reduced
pressure at height, nitrogen tends ~o come
out of solution in the blood and body fluids.
This can cause pain in the joints, skin and
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The Kidde lightweight fixed oxygen in
stallation has been specially deYCloped for ,smaD
executive aircraft and sailplanes to give economy
and safety,

The unit is easily operated and centrally
mounted on a smaU control panel with addi
tional self-sealing mask plug-in points remotely
situated as required.

A supply of gllSeOus oxygen is provided
from a lightweight cylinder.

In addition the WaIter Kidde Company bas a ran~e
or u1tra·li~btw.ight portable OXYllen ..to, TVyin: i~ capacity
fro.. 120 litre to 750 litre, specially designed for sailplane
appJications.

THE WALTER KIDDE COMPANY LIMITED
Belvue Road . Northolt • Middlesex . Telephone: VIKING 661 I
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chest symptoms. In routine R.A.F.
decompression chamber tests for 2 hQurs at
28,000 ft., 10% of normal pilots in the age
group 28 30 suffer from this cOD.di~iQn to an
extent that they have to descend. Decom
pression Sickness is much influenced by
age, the older pilots being more vulnerable,
and also overweight pilots are at a great
disadvantage because fat dissolves nitrogen
in relatively large amounts.

The lesson of decompression sickness is
that time spent over 25,000 ft. must be
restricted to a short period, and any
altitude attempts should be a rapid climb
followed by a rapid descent. Anyone
becoming ill after a flight of oyer 25,000 ft.
is well advised to seek medical advice as
soon as possible.

The other major problem at altitude is
cold; the average temperature at 30,000 ft.
is about -50°C. This means that the -pilot

Hyperven!iJation
by FIt. Lieut. D, M. Holtiday

A STUDY of the two overseas contribu
tions dealing with high-altitude gliding

in SAILPLANE AND GLIDING of June, 1961,
gives rise to thoughts about the best use of
oxygen at height and the dangers inherent
in its misuse.

Paul Bikle, speaking of a height of
46,2()7 ft., says: "Although it is not de
sirable to try to fly at these heights without
a pressure suit or cabin, I did not detect
any particular difficulty from this source."
Stanislaw Jozefczek, on the other hand,
with a maximuu1 height almOSt 10;000 ft.
lower, says: "I am feeling well, only m;y
breathing rate has increased considerably
... After a few deep breaths I perceived the
symptoms of approaching loss of COI1-
sciousness."

It would appear from the two articles
that the oxygen systems used were basically
similar. The answer to the apparent
anomaly must lie in the breathing techni,que
employed. "After a few deep breaths" is
the key phrase.

It is probably not widely realised that
too much oxygen can be as great a danger
as too little. This condition arises from

will not only be very cold 'but he will also
suffer from canopy icing. In the U.S.A.
high-altitude 'gliders have been fitted with
double canopies, insulated walls and a pipe
from the expiratory 'valve of the oxygen
mask which leads the saturated exhaled gas
out of the cockpit; ,this reduces internal
canopy icing.

These other limitations of high-altitude
flying mean that there is very little pQint in
fitting large storage capacity of oxygen in .a
sailplane, and I would suggest that a. 400
litre cylinder in a single-seater air'Craft and a
7S0-litre cylinder in a two-seater would
provide adequate oxygen for most purposes,
giving about 2 hours below 25,000 ft.
Larger capacity cylinders could lead to
troubles from decompression sickness or
frostbite, but on the other hand the 240
litre bottle at present quite commonly used
is really too small for anything beyond
Diamond height.

over-breathing (hyperventilation), which
means respiratory effort out of proportion
to the amount of work being done. The
condition occurs readily at altitude as a
result of apprehension oc great concentra
tion, and its symptoms are essentially
similar to those of anoxia.

Normal breathing maintains a constant
pressure of carbon dioxide in the lungs, and
it is this carbon dioxide which ordinarily
provides the stimulus to breathing. Over
breathing may reduce the level of carbon
dioxide in the lungs and blood to the stage
where the proper uptake of oxygen is
reduced. The delivery of oxygen to the
body cells is also impair"d. A lack of
carbon dioxide also reduces the supply of
bloQd to the brain. Feelings of dizziness,
trembling and detachment may result.
together with impaired judgment.

It is rare for over.breathing to be serious
at low altitude because the lower,ing of
carbon dioxide content reduces the stimulus
to breathing and the condition becomes
self-stabilising. When. however; a pilot is
already suffering from oxygen lack, the
slightest degree of aver-breathing is danger
ous. This is because the effects of the twO
conditions are cumulative.

Although some increase ill the breat~
rate at altitude is a normal symptom
of ,oxygen lack, no altempt to fight anoxia
by voluntary over-breathing should be made,
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Air Traffic Control in the U.K. In the Eyes of a
Glider pilot

The following is a copy of the address by Philip Wills at the 1961 Annual Dinner of the
London Lodge of the Guild of Air Traffic ConJrollers, with some elaborations in an endeavour

to make c1ear.er the case presented. 11 is reproduced from the Journal of the Guild.

1- MUST confess I was pretty startled when responsible ·ror-shall we say?-the fire
I, of all people, was invited this evening fighting equipment to be installed in the

to come and make a speech, and I don't aeroplane. The two men concerned were
know who is the braver of us. But I have splendid chaps in nearly every way
been assured I can say what I like, and need honest, hard-working and technically corn
not bring my bullet-proof waistcoat, so here petent. But it became evident that to them
goes. The trouble is tbat after-dinner the Viscount was simply a vehicle designed
speeches should by rights be full of fun, and to carry the last word in fire prevention and
Air Traffic Control is a subject on which I extinguishing gear, and when we pointed
find it singularly difficult to be amusing. out that to carry all they requited would

You no doubt know my own position in leave no room for any passengers, they
this complicated and maddening business, were profoundly disinterested. A suspicion
as fighting for the glider pilot's share of the crept in that perhaps they couldn't see the
air. But you may not know my history, so wood for tbe trees.
I will start off by boring you with a bit of I have told this story because, over the
that. last few years, as I have plodded my way

During the war r was Second in Corn. along the labyrinthine Ministerial corridors
mand of Air Transport Auxiliary, and in from A.T.e. meeting to A.T.e. meeting, a
four years we ferried over 400,000 aircraft suspicion has in turn crept in that these two
of all shapes and sizes, in all weathers, chaps may have come to rest in your
without radio or navigational aids of any department. Several times, at the far end
kind, and without collisions. At one time, of a long corridor, I have seen two backs
with everyone else round London, night turning the corner very like theirs. I have
after night we would hear l,OOO aircraft come in at a door at one end of a room to
over London alone, half trying to find the see another closing at the other end, with
other half and shoot it down, with earnest the same two backs seen through the
chaps on the ground indiscriminately diminishing crack of the door. Could it
pumping 30,000 shells a night up into the be ...?
lot. No collisions, either with aircraft or If I am right, they have this time
shells. Then indeed our skies were "over- triumphed, because the radio equipment
crowded". Nowadays we use this damnably necessary to anyone wishing to fly around
maligned word if we have more than four freely in our small island to-day costs more
aircraft in the whole corridor between than a light aeroplane itself, and can't be
London and Manchester. got in anyway. So there are virtually no

After AT.A I followed my boss, Gerard privately-owned light aircraft in this
d'Erlanger, to the newly-formed B.E.A, country.
which for a short time consisted of him and I must confess I feel sorry for you folk,
me and our two Secretaries, peering over the and I hope you feel sorry for us. You are
top of a pile of 30,000 unopened letters In expected to bear the responsibility for the
two rooms in Betkeley Square. prevention of collisions in the air but, with

At one of the first meetings I went to at the possible exception of the London lone,
the Ministry of Aircraft Production, I was are given stone-age equipment which only
presented with the broad outlines ,of the makes it possible to do so by imposing
Visc.ount, and asked if B.E.A. wanted it. restrictions which have kept the air so
At that time we were unencumbered with empty that, in fact, if your duties were
anything like a Board., and I gave instruc- tomorrow reversed, and you had to try to
tions to proceed. Over the subsequent two creole collisions, the commonest expletive
years, one of my vivid. memories is of a coming out of ,control towers would be:
two-man department in the Ministry "Damn! Missed again!"
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As you are no doubt told ad nauseam,
London Airport has recently descended
from 41 st in the list of busiest airports, after
Little Rock, Arkansas, to the undis
tinguished place of 83rd, after Charlt;:ston,
Carolina. All the traffic handled by all
airports together in the u.K. is less than
that handled by Chicago, where the
restrictions are less severe than those
imposed in London, and even less, God
help us, than those imposed in that aerial
Sahara, the Manchester Control Zone.

Unfortunately the equipment used
presents an absolutely false impression of
the risk. Op. the radio, you and the pilots
hear a jumble of voices which sounds
absolutely frightful unless someone peers
out of the window and can't see an aero
plane in the sky from horizon to horizon.
On your screens you see two blips, im·
men~ly exaggerated in scale, appMently
about to' collide, but in fact the two real
aircraft never get within miles of each other.
Whilst your radio and your radar screens
are indeed overcrowded, the actual sky
remains as vast and as empty as ever, So
ple~ don't come to believe your absurdly
inadequate instruments~ and ignore the
hard facl-the only thing that matters
that in the 16 years since the war there have
been only two collisions involving airliners,
although we have had aircraft under
different and unco-ordinated controls flying
through each other's systems in a nearly
random way; and it is hard to believe that
even the most sophisticated system cOllld
have bettered that record. What a so
phisticated system could have done would
have been to equal it with ten, twenty, or
even fifty times the volume of traffic.

What :you have lacked in equipment, our
joint masters have tried to replace by

Make sure
for the J962 SeCJSon

that you have all yo~r requirements
in the way of

Barograph - Instruments
Oxy,en - etc., etc.

Thermal Equipment Ltd.
nit, ECCLESTON sqUARE. I.ONDON. ioW.'

restrictions on the use of the aIr, and look
what we have lost I In the United States we
see over 100,000 small aircraft flying
happily around. France is dotted with air
fields stiff. with small aeroplanes; whilst
here we have about 500al1 told, mostly
oompletely obsolete. A movement which
we pioneered in the late 'twenties has been
entirely lost to other nations, the industry,
the pilots, the enthusiasm and all ,that goes
with it.

I don't want to exaggerate my case. We
do a<!mit that in the London Control Zone
there is a perceptible dribble of traffic,
amongst which gliders would be out of
place, and although up to last March we
flew around in it in V.F.R. in perfect safety,
we have willingly accepted our exclusion
from it. But we do not believe for one
moment that this applies anywhere else in
the U.K. airspace with the present pathetic
traffic densities.

For years we were told that we couldn't
have the facilitjes for small aircraft until
the aeroplanes were there to show that they
were needed. This is exactly like saying you
can't have roads until you have the motor·
cars needing them. If we are to qrag our
selves screaming into the second half of the
twentieth century in aviation, we musl instal
modem A.T.Co equipment, and until we do
we must be left freedom to fly, so long as we
show by the facts that we are hazarding no
one else.

There is a curious law of Nature called
Wills's Law. This states that IIle severity oJ
Ai,. Traffic Control varies in inverse propor
tion 10 traffic density. At an airfield in
Outer Uist, on Tuesday before the weekly
aeroplane arrives the Controller gets up
early, bolts his breakfast, tears out to the
airfield, and grounds all the seaguIls two
hours before its E.T.A. In New Zealand,
where there is one airway and a handful of
aircraft, cloud-flying is forbidden without
radip throughout the length and breadth of
both Islands. The restricted area round
Salisbury, Rhodesia, is vast, so is the
Manchester Control Zone, which has
permanent LF.R. to boot. London, with
perhaps twenty times the traffic, has at least
a smaller Zone than Manchester. When we
come to busy I'laces like Little Rock, you
can (or could, when last heard of) arrive
unannounced and land on a green 1Igbt
from the control tower.

Of course there could be a collision
between a glider and art airliner-there
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could be one between a meteorite and an
airliner-but the/acl is that there never has
been one, or even nearly one, anywhere in
the world. When traffic drops below a
certain density, it seems almost certainly
true tbat control must increase collision
risk-i.e. the risk of human error is greater
than the random one, and here we come to
one of the nubs of the problem. Would
people prefer, say, two accidents for which
they can afterwards blame someone, to one
fOl: which they could blame only God?

Bot if the picture regarding light powered
flying is dark, with only a dim light ahead
at the end of a long tunnel, in Gliding it is
so far the reverse. Because we are a band of
fanat ieal enthusiasts, but with a strong sense
ill" responsibility and self-discipline, we have
battJCf:1 away over the past 15 years and

managed so f;u; to retain a degree of freedom
which has enabled us to become the leading
gliding nation in the world. In every World
Championship since 1952 a British pilot or
a British sailplane, or both, have won first or
second place. Without government subsidy
or support for prototype expenses or the
like, British sailplanes have been exported
to over 30 countries, and 30% of our
production is exported. Two British sail
planes are the only British aircraft ever to
have been sold to the Soviet Union.

This, therefore, is an outline of our case
and I have reason to believe that many of
you agree with much of it~ indeed some of
you are gliding fanatics yourselves----our
case to be left alone, so that we can go on
being one of the fields of aviation in which
Britain leads the world.

An Alpine Diamond
by Wing Cmdr. Joe Croshaw

Z ELL-AM-SEE is a wen known summer and Middle Alps punctuated. local~y by the
winter sports resort; but for the height- Gross-Glockner, 3,797 metres above sea

seeking glider pilot, the autumn "between level. This chain of mountains provides the
season" time holds the great attraction- natural barrier to a south or south-west
"Foehntime." wind required for wave formation.

Zell·am-See airfield is situated about As summer turns to winter, the Azores
5 kms. south of the town in the long, broad "High" slowly retreats and allows the
SaIz.ach valley which marks the northern Atlantic depr.essions to take a more
border of the Middle Alps. To the south of southerly route, the centres passing over the
the vaJley rises steeply the long chain of the British Isles or even farther south. If a deep

Over Ihe
Sa/zaclr
Valley
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On low be
himl Hansi

Resch.

depression over the British Isles or the
Biscay is the contemporary of a "High"
over the Balkans or South·East Europe,
then the wind over the Alps will be southerly
-across the Alps-FoehnJ

As the weather chart showed, the synoptic
situation on Friday, 27th October, 1961,
was, though not ideal, "~oelinic".

I was at Zell-am-See that day, and
Skylark 3F (Competition No. 146) was also
there. I was prepared for a cold ride, and
the Skylark was equipped with 870 litres of
oxygen carried in two separate systems; a
portable 12()..litre system and a built-in
7S()..litre system. By 10.IS hrs. (Greenwich
Time) r and the Skylark were ready for
flight.

We were airborne at 10.25 hrs. behind
the reigning Austrian gliding champion
Hansi Resch, who was flying the Alpine
Segelflugschule Piper. High in the heavens
and covering the Salzach valley was a thin
but distinct Lenticular, and over the
Stubachtal was a high turbulent clQud
marking the rotor. The ground wind at the
airfield was very light and from the south
west.

After one circuit, we climbed westerly
along the slopes on the north side of the
Salzach Valley until we reached the village
of Utlendorf and a height of 2,2S0 metres
a.s.L Here we turned first south and then
progressively south-east along the ever
narrowing and increasingly rugged
Stubachtal. To Ultendorf the flight had
been smooth, but as we progressed up the
valley the turbulence increased; at times my
variometer was showing variations over its

full scale (± 10 metres/sec.). We gained
height to 2,650 metres a.s.1. Suddenly we
were in very strong lift; the variometer
needle was hard against the up-stop. I
released. We were about two kilometres
N.E. of Enzinger Boden. I had been on
tow for 2S minutes.

A hard left turn; a giant tossed me
violently out of the lift into off-the-clock
"down". I put the nose down and into
wind with 80 knots on the clock, and found
the rotor lift agajn. This time I held it. The
altimeter needle raced round in an estimated
IS to 20 metres per sec. express lift. In a
very short time I was 4,000 metres a.s.1. I
went on to oxygen, using the small bolt le.

At 4,000 metres I rolled out on a beading
of 21S0 (C) and was almost immediately in
the smooth lift of the wave. The rate of
climb was in the order of 7 mettes/sec.
After a little experimenting I settled d0wn
to fly a track between Brustinger Kogel and
the Grosser Barenkopf. The rate of climb
fell gently, but a gain of 5,000 metres
seemed certain. At 7,000 metres a.s.l. I
changed to the high-capacity oxygen
system.

) immediately began to feel the effects of
anoxia-dare I stay to gain the 600 metres
1 needed for that Diamond? My years of
RAF. f1ying and living with and by oxygen
gave me the answer. I dived to live and
<:limb again.

Back to the lower levels and the airfield
as quickly as possible. The trouble was a
disconnec~ed pipe under the instrument
panel, kicked off when getting into· the
cockpit or during the turbulent pre-wave
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FAUVEL SAILPLANES. SURVOL BP 104 CANNES.
FRANCE

FAUVEL AV.45 "SELF LAUNCHING SAILPLANE"
RECOGNIZED BY FA!.

POWER·OFF THE AV.45 IS

A. TRUE SAILPLANE

* MAX. GLIDE 1: 27.
* MIN. SINK 2'68 fUsec.

* EXCELLENT STABILITY AND CONTROL.
* ROLLS THROUGH 90° IN 3'4 secs.

* POWERFUL AIRBRAKES.
* VERY EASY TAKE·OFF AND LANDING.
* FULLY CERTIFICATED AS PER CAR PI. 5,

AND CAR Pt. 3.

PRICf:
--ONLY 35% MORE THAN FOR THE

PURE SAILPLANE.

AV..4$ CANNES
PhO'OSIrIPh ., Air.M.;ditaJfln:e'··

flight.
In 56 minutes I had re-connected the pipe,

re-eharged the oxygen systems and was
again airborne behind Hansi. The second
flight was rather more rough, but almost
identical to the first. This time the oxygen
system was in order and I watched with
pleasure as the altimeter needle passed the
8,OOO-metre point to give me the "Height
Jewel".

The rate of climb steadily decreased until
at 9,500 metres I was in the Lenticular and
zero lift. For a short time I admired the
wonderful scenery to the west, east and
north-the south was almost completely
obscured by the "Foehnmauer". Now I

began to feel the cold; the temperature was
--45°C. After ta~ing a few photographs I
turned for home, put out the airbrakes and
descended rapidly, landing at 14.30 hrs. It
took some time for the Skylark and me to
thaw out, but 1 like to believe she was as
happy as r when I tucked her into the
hangar that evening.

The same afternoon Franz Diessner, a
German, and Kurt Bernaudt, an Austrian,
were up at or near the JO,OOO-metre hcight
also. We three had broken Hansi Reseh's
Austrian record. We had participated, as
the Austrian newspapers put it, in "An
International Summit Meeting of the finest
and happiest type."

Gliding Certificates
I N the last list published (December, 1961) J. S. Williamson, who had earned a Diamond

[or Distance and completed his Diamond Badge, was shown as a member of the Army
Gliding Club. The Secretary of the R.A.F. Gliding and Soaring Association writes that
"John Williamson is not and has never been a member of the 'Army Gliding Club' ", and
adds that he is a member and chief instructor of the Moonrakers R.AF. Gliding Club.
Mr. WilIiamson, however, confirms that he was in the Army Club until 1956, and wc are
further informed from Lasham that he flew his Gold C height as an Army Club member in
an Army ClUb machine, and his Diamond Height as a Surrey Club member in a Surrey
Club machine. His Diamond Distance (500 km.) was flown as a member of the Moonrakers
Club and the flight was described in our October 1961 issue, pp. 274-5.
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No.
3/21
3/28

Name
D. B. James
J. G. Croshaw

DIAMONDS FOR ALTITUDE
Club or Association

Surrey Gliding Club
R.A.F. Gliding & So.aring Association

Date
10.8.61
27.10.61

Name
J. B. Ramsden
D. W. COI'rick

No.
2/97
2/98

DIAMONDS FOR GOAL FLIGHT
Club

Army Gliding Club
Surrey Gliding Club

Dale
28.6.61
27.8.61

Compl£ted
11.6.61
28.6.61

7.8.61

GOLD C CERTIFICATES
Club

Portsmouth Naval Gliding Club
Army Gliding Club
Bristol Gliding Club

Name
H. R. Dimock
J. B. Ramsden
T. A. M. Bradbury

No.
92
93
94

No.
1095
1096
1097
1098
1099
1100
1101
1102
1103

Name
N. W. Smith
M. L. Aspinal
J. Argent
A. S. Monis
J.o B. Carruthers
P. D .. Kevan
A. F. W. Tamew
F. E. Phelps
V. R. Wright

SILVER C CERTIFICATES
Club

Wessex R_A.F. Gliding Club
Coventry Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
Moonrakers R.A.F. Gliding Club
Wessex R.A.F. Gliding Club
FenJand R.A.F. Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club

Complete
7.8.61

15.8.61
27.8.61
24.9.61
2.10.61
18.6.61
11.9.61
5.657

25.6.61

C CERTIFICATES
Name Gliding Club or Name GIi,ling Club or Nam~ Gliding Club or

Sch()()1 School Sclwol
W. J. Smart Midland C. W. Perry Wesscx W. J. Boarman E. Anglian
K. V. Bullock Silver Wing E. R. Mac Fa rrane Chilterns B. K. Austin 643 G.S.
F. R. Stc:vcns E. Anglian M. G. Coley Coventry R. H. Patterson BanncrdowhS. Mallhews RAF Henlow W. W. Coatesworth RAF
D. E. Edwards Fulmar Liodholme P. V. Harris Midland
J. F. la.....n Norfolk & M. S. Dawson Halesland D. M. Kidd 662 G.S.

Nonv.ich Ko M. Fielding Dannerdown J. W. N. Stephenson
P. Duneombe RAF Hallon M. J. And.erl"n RAF Dannerdown
G. T. W. Doyle Home Laarbrueh G. W. Davies Midland

Counties H. A. Blomiley Derbyshire & M. }3. Webstcr Bristol
D. Scot! Scottish Lancashire G. A. Ross Moonta'kers
R. H. Buzza HaleslaM. Nr. I. 8. Robcnson Scottish W. Wotret East Midlands

Cheddar G. R. Storey Newcastle RAF
D. R. Harris Coventry A. E. Jones Midland K. R. S. Bone Phoenix
I. S. Palmer Cambridge G. F. Sharp Lasham R. D. Morrel! Surrey
J. D. D. Argent RAF O. M. Dixon Devon &. C. F. Whitbread .London

Ha",arden Sornelsct I. O. Williams Derbyshire .k
R.Owens Suffolk J. H. Taylor Bannerdown L.ancashire
P. W. Horner Halesland. J. M. Tristem Halesland, Nr. M. A. B~tler RAF

Nr. Cheddar Cheddar Laarbr'lCh
R. J. Limmer Norfolk G. E. Airey Derbyshire & A. S. Pritebard Derbyshire k
J. S. Waring Cambridge Lancashire Lancashire
G. F. Haysmo-rc RAF B. I. L. Hamilton East Midlands W. Alexander London

Laarbrueh RAF Ko Cumings Surrey
J. T. Davies Oxford A. E. Moss· E. Anglian W. R. KrUller Derbyshire k
D. J. Shields Halesland P. A. H. Clothier London Lancashir".
C. G. C1arke 62ZG.S. D. J. Toye Midland A. Thornton Phoenix
B. T. Mantle Midland J. Isaae Newcastle J. W. A. Webster Bristol
K. P. Brissendcn Kent T.Stevcns Oxford K.. A. Lillywhitc London
J. C. HabgPOd Haleyland R. Cawthorn NC\\'C3stlc B. J. W. Wise Yorkshire
P. D. Crowe Halesland C. J. Earnshaw Windrushcrs O. W. B. Chippington
D. W. Findon Coventry C. E. J. Gaze Norfolk E. Anglian
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Pilot Rating for National Cliampionships
(See SAILPLANE & GUDING, Dec., 1961, p. 352»)

24 Dimock• .H. R. EH 445
25 Kearon, N. W. AME 430
26 ElIis, C. A. P. ADE 423
27 Fairman, M. C. EH 422
28 KaJUl, W. A. H. AKME 420
29 Coatesworth, G. A. BE 418
30 Gough, A. ACKME 413
31 Jones, J. D. E 408
32 Warminger, A. H. ADEH 399
33 Mettarn, H. S. DE 389
34 Green, C. AEI 388
35 Dayey, B. J. LG 385(50)
36 Cor.bett, D. J. BE 385(24)
37 Goodhart, H. C. N. A 380
38 Coulson, A. At 363
39 Bailey, J. L. AE 358
40 Fielden, J. S. (5) G 356
41 Aldridge, K. R. BGI 354
42 Bird. M. DGH 345
43 Gregg, H. N. GI 344
44 Rutherford, R. AE 341
45 Paul, l. BE 335
46 Ware, E. BGM 333(39)
47 Snodgrass, D. S. BEH 333(38)
48 Dunn, R. E. BCE 328
49 Newholme, K. BG 321
50 Purnell, A. D. (4) G 319
5J Kerridge, D. C. BG 317
52 Wills. C. (4) E 310
53 Goldney, L. P. CGH 308
54 Dou.ghty, A. W. BE 304(23)
55 Mackworth-Young, G. W.

GH 304(10)
E 302

AC 301
CG 287
AG 284
AE 281

BEH 279
BG 278
AE 272

G 270(-)
GL 270(0)
DG 268(1'8)
BG 268(14)

A 267
BHI264

A 263
BDE 261
GH 259(1)

A 259(-)
BGHL 253

BGI 246(19)

56 Gale, F. A. O.
57 Goodhart, G. A. J.
58 Loveland, A.
59 Minton" P.
60 Jetnies, J. R.
61 Corrick, D. W.
62 Carr, V. C.
63 Collier, P.
64 Dickson, R.
63 Greenway, H. J.
66 McMullin, T. A.
67 Stafford-Alien, R. C.
68 Welch, L.
69 MQrison, S. M.
70 Martlew, D. (3)
71 Harwooo, Rika
72 Riddell, J. C.
73 Fitzmy. K. C.
74 Blake, K. W.
75 Tarver, R. T.
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80%
64 01

10

70%
70%

100%
80%
60%
70%
70%
50%
70%

Rating List
1 Williamson, J. S. E 599
2 Burton, G. E. E 568
3 Wills, P. A. E 567
4 SCott, P. M. DE 541
5 Deane-Drummond, A. J. AE 528
6 Piggott, A. D. AE 527
7 Stephenson, G. H. AE 510
8 Stone, A. J. E 508
'9 Burns, Anne E 496

10 Kaye, D. M. ADE 490
11 Inee, D. H. G. AE 486
12 Stark, E. CE 485(64)
13 Mann, R. A. DE 485(63)
14 James, B. D. AE 482
IS Smith, D. A. ADE 419(64)
16 BentsOn, C. W. DE 479(61)
17 Cretney, D. KCE 474
18 Croshaw, J. BKE 471
19 Burgess, P. G. E 470
20 Shephard, E. G. CBE 4(j8
21 Irving, F. G. AE 461
22 Tonkyn, W. N. AE 456
23 Carrow, D. D. ADE 446

Explanation of Table
1st CoLUMN:-Numerkal order.
2ND COLUMN :-Pilot's name and, in

bra£kets, number of days available for
rating, if I~ than 6.

5 days have had addition of 10%
4 days have had addition of25%
3 days have had addl~ion of 33 %
3RD COLUMN :-Code letters of Com

petitions used for rating.
4TH COLUMN:-Rating figure; figures in

brackets after rating figure-denote 7th best
day for givin,g priority in ties.

CobE LETTERS for the various COm
petitions used for rating purposes:-
A. Nationals League I, 1959
B. Nationals League 2, 1959
C. Inter-Services, 1960
D. Dunstable, 1960
E. Nationals League 1, 1961
G. Nationals League 2, 1961
H. Northern Competitions, 1961
I. Pe,rranporth, 1960
K. R.A.F. Inter-Command, 1900
L. Coventry, 1960
M. Bicester, 1961



76 Thomas, B. AE 246(4)
17 Russell, M. C. (4) G 239
78 Hands, J. M. ADG 238
79 Sutcliffe, H. O. . BE 230
80 Bacon, G. MeA. GKM 229
81 Procter, R. (5) DG 228
82 Masters, B. (3) B 225
83 Whitfield, G. R. IBG 224
84 Neumann, G. S. BG 219
85 Dorman, C. BCG 218
86 Alexander, A. L. L. (5) GI 217
87 Jefferson, B. J. (5) BG 215
88 Stowe, D. W. AQ 213
89 Welsh, J. H. CG 211
90 Coli ins, G. T. BG 210
91 Inglesby, J. V. BE 209
92 White, J. K. BH 208
93 Perrott, R. H. (3) G 207
94 Spottiswood, D. MG 204
95 Jeffrey, C. P. A. BD WO}_
96 Delafield, J. (4) GM 200 -
97 Chandler, J. T. (5) GK 1'98
98 Dodd, S. R. BDG 197
99 Lee, G. H. BD 196}_

100 Pickles, A. (4) G 196 -
101 Hiscox, D. G. O. D 187
102 Redshaw, L. S. L 186
103 Marshall, R. B 185
I04Browning, H. (4) G 185
105 Neilson, P. J. A 184
106 Hilditch, H. P. (4) E 179
107 Fisher,B. GH 178
108 Swift, R. B. DE 177
109 Baynes, A. H. BGL 173
110 Tweedy, J. A~ 169
III Smith, R. E. F. (3) G 168

112 Evans, J. A.
113 Findon, J. A. (4)
114 Hunt, M. S. (3)
!l5 Willbie, R. T. (4)
116 Kurylowic~, L
117 Cunningham, D.
!l8 Riddell, D. M. R.
119 Midwoo<!" H. I. (4)
120 Bignell, K. J. (3)
.121 Brett--Knowles, R. (3)
122 Goddard, D. G. (4)<
123 Hanneman, P. (3)
124 Philpott, P. R. (4)
125 Ibberson, P. (3)
126 Eldridge, A.
127 Torode, J. (5)
128 Ramsden, P. (4)
129 Thomson, G. A. (3)
130 Berriman, P. (3)
131 Harwood, J. E. G. (5)
132 Pick, R. C. (3)
.133 Rondel, G. (S)
134 Docherty, T. P.
135 Robinson, C. T. (4)
J36 Parkinson, R.
137 Lastowski, B. (4)
138 Fursman, S. (3)
139 Barrell, G. (3)
140 Holding, D. F.
141 Brown, K. R. (5)
142 Morgao, A. J. (3)
143 Pozerski, P.
144 Williams, P. (4)
145 Gee, M. (5)
146 Erskine, A. W. F. (y)
J47 Chubb, E. J. (4)

B 167
G,167
G 161
E 159

GM 156
BGL 1$4
BDG 151

B 149
01451
B 145 ~ =
B l45J
H 144
G 141
H 139

OK 138
DV 128

D 124
B 119

1G 119 =
BGI 117 _

H 117 
G 116
L 112

CH 105
EL 103

B 101
D 921._
K 92J-

BH 91
BH SI

A 80
D 77}
13 77 =
G 16
B 75

BH 65

My first introductiQn to the combined
hell and heaven of instrument flying

was in an elementary aircraft called a Fleet
Finch over the sombre forests of Nova
Scotia. The aircraft was less fleet than a
Tiger Moth and certainly less beautiful than
some of our native finches. But that has
nothing to do with instrument flying.

The instructor was a Canuck sergeant
whose approacb to the subject' was
dominated by the phras.e "Needle, ball,
airspeed" repeated at intervals of ten
seconds-or less sometimes!

Chastity, Poverty and Obedience
Some thoughts on instrument flying

by W. B., Reekie

Locked in the stygian gloom under the
hood, peering at the instruments and trying,
with one's oh, so limited flying experience,
to translate the readings of the dials into the
actual attitude of the aircraft in terms of
pitch, roll' and yaw, I sat, witb every muscle
tensed, feet hard on the rudder bar and stick
held in 'a vice-like grip. "Needle, ball,
airspeed", "Needle, ball, airspeed",
"Needle, ball, airspeed". There goes the
needle to the left! Correct it quickly! Over
it goes to the right, and now I am convinced
I am still in a left turn, so no amount of
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I begin to enjoy the thrill of turning the
long way roilnd from 090° to 360° and
coming out dead on North, and even in
the Link, when the rough air is suddenly
switched on. am not ,unduly perturbed.
Incidentally, I reckon that this must have
helped my subsequent cloud flying in
gliders quite a lot!

I.F. has now become a pleasure, but the
sheer delight has still to be realised in the
shape of sailplane cloud-flying.

I think one of the pleasures in flying of
any kind is to feel oneself up in the air and
free from the earth and its associated cares.
How muCh more intense the pleasure is
when piroting a glider in a cumulus cloud!
There are, firstly, the minutes of anticipation
underneath the cloud, when there is the
uncertainty that the thermal is going to feed
you into the swirling mass above, when the
instruments are switched on and commence
their comfoning hum, when one's eyes start
to flick from outside objects to the inside of
the cockpit, when the straps are given a final
tug and one settles down on the seat, when
eventually the instruments become the focus
of attention, the first wisps of mist lick the
wings, and there is the realisation that you
are in! The first period is spent in super
concent(ation, trying to obey the instru
ments and at the same time to shut out any
intrusive recollections of the clear hood
flying that have just been left behind. After
a time one's haRds and feet are relaying
instinctively the information provided by
the instruments, and a wonderful feeling of
solitude, if not peace, grows and grows and
grows. It is then that I get the feeling of
being locked in a monk's cell and believing
in the vows of chastity, poverty and
obedience. The chastity is certainly
enforced, the poverty is shown by the lack of
a horizon and visual references, and finally,
how obedient one must be to those instru
ments! As the glider soars upwards, so
also does one's thoughts, ;and the final burst
out into the sunshine seems a fitting climax
and beginning to the next part of the flight.
Whither nellt?

ANOTHER WORLD RECORD

ON 4th January S. H. Georgeson broke
the world's record for out-and

return, subject to confirmation, by flying
from Omara;ma ~o Hanmer, N.:Z;., and
back, 400 miles, In a Skylark 3F. Denis
Burns held the previous record, 353 miles.
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urging from my brain will make my
concrete arm move the stick (which I can't
feel anyway) to the left. In the meantime the
ball yaws wildly to the left, and the airspeed
increases alarmingly, "Needle, ball, air
speed" intones the voice on a slightly higher
pitch of the Gregorian Chant, and I pull
back on the stick. Heavens! The needle is
still farther over to the right, the ball to the
left and the A.S.I. needle looks quite
unnatural. Thank Goodness I don't even
know what terminal velocity means.

Thus is born my first instrument hell. The
instructor takes over and I am temporarily
released from torment. It soon starts again,
however, and in the succeeding weeks the
needle, ball, airspeed curse is ever present.
Fortunately, in our instructor's group of
four students, there is a lad named Beadle,
and we lighten our apprehension of
instrument flying by coining the phrase
"Beadle, ball, bairspeed", and sing it wildly
in our showers. Gradually, as with every
thing else, the darkness lightens: and soon
I am becoming more relaxed on tne controls
and am leatning not to believe my senses,
but to rely on the instruments, and after
some hours I can maintain straight and level
flight after a fashion and climb and descend
and make rate one turns. There are only
occasional losses of control of the aircraft
and my instructor's temper.

One day, he says "Let's do compass
turns!" and now fresh tortures are un
leashed. At school I had been taught that
the lodestone always pointed to' the north,
and so it seemed during clear hood flying,
but under the instrument hood, what
happens to this s<H:alled magic pointer?
One minute she is skittish, another sluggish
and sometimes she shows no turn at all,
although my needle (ball, airspeed) very
definitely indicates a rate one turn. This
takes a lot of sorting out, but eventually
even compass turns improve with practice,
until, at the end of the course" I pass an
instrument test. Written in my log book I
see in red letters: D.C.O. Instrument Test,
and for the life of me cannot remember what
D.c.a. means, now.

As the LP. hours build up, inc1uding
Link trainer practice, slowly the picture
changes, and I begin to see instrument
flying, not only from the practical view of it
being a useful device to use in bad weather
flying, but also as a most wonderful
exercise in flying and self-discipline com
bined.



Instruction at an Australian Club-
by Max How/and

CJOOK VA.RIOMETER
The first four places iD tbe 1961 National
Cbampioaships were taken by pilots who
used Cook Variometers.

The Cobb-Slater Instrument
to. Ltd.,

Cook variometers are not damaged by
heavy landings or vibrations and four
years world wide Cltperience has proved
it to be the most reliable instrument of
its kind.
Accuracy is not affected by temperatures
between -15°C and +4S·C.

Wr;/« for d«.cripllv« 1«41«1 and addun 0/ _",
Qg~nt in your countr, TO:

Darley Dale. Matlock, Derbyshire,
England

area consisted of three wider sections
connected by a 9-ft. sandy roadway. These
roadways had to be used for part of the
landing run. In wet weather most of the
field was under water. Gradually, by
judicious drain-digging, by hiring the
grader from the local Council, and by
cutting down trees, a 3,000-ft. by l00.ft.
all-weather strip was constructed. We
couldn't do anything about the sandtlies,
though. Morning and evening these almost
invisible insects would attack in force, and
it was common to see winch drivers rubbing
themselves with kerosene. petrol, oil and
other horrible-smelling concoctions. The
lumps the sandflies raised one week-end
would just about disappear in time for a
new lot next week-end. With absolutely
nowhere else to land but on the strip, cable
breaks were initially a worry to instructors
and pupils alike, but it is surprising what
standards can be trained to when necessary.

Our initial instructor set.up would
pmbably give older clubs the horrors. When
the aircraft was' due, a couple of ex-Air

I N Australia, because of the vast distances
involved, clubs, to a large extent, are

thrown on their own devices. It was
interesting to note that the training scheme,
developed by the North Coast Soaring
Club, a club based about 140 miles north of
Brisbane, Queensland, is almost identical
with tbat described in "It's All Yours" in
June SAILPLANE AND GLIDING. The Gliding
Federation of Australia, of course, lays
down general principles, but the detail must
be filled in by the Club C.F.L's. We nOle
also that many recommendations of Ann
Welch are standard practice in lots of
Australian clubs.

A few details of how a club is fonned and
operates ~re may be of interest. At 'our
inaugural meeting, out of about twenty
prospective members, only one had seen a
glider. He had had an bour or so dual. It
took two years to raise the necessary finance
to purchase a Kookaburra which was road
towed the 1,500 miles from Adelaide.

The Kookaburra is a high-wing two
seater with the Instructor beside but about
a foot behind the pupil-an ideal set-up.
The plane, even though it has an empty
weight of only 400 Ibs., is very sturdy. It
has to be on some of our strips. The
minimum sink is given as 3.1 f.p.s. at 45
m.p.h., and best L./D. as 21 at 52 m.p.h.
It stalls at 36 m.p.h. For trailering, the
13-metre one-piece wing fits high on two
supports so that it covers the fuselage
beneath and overhangs the tow car in front.
The main disadvantage of this system is
that the set-up is not weatherproof.

A burst of activity got our narrow-drum
VS trailer winch ready, but the strip-that
was the headache. It may seem strange that
in this country, often referred to as the land
of wide open spaces, we could find no site
within 30 miles except a stretch of wallum
country, swampy and sandy, just inland
from the Pacinc Ocean. This wallurn
country in its naturar'state is covered with
bush (forest). By acquiring an area already
partly cleared, we carved out a 2,900-fl.
strip, )00 feet wide, and there erected our
hangar. To call it a strip is really to pay i' a
compliment. It was surrounded on all
sides by high trees. The approach at ,each
end was ,over 50-ft. trees. The landing
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Force Instructors travelled 380 miles to the
nearest club and, over the Easter, with no
previous gliding experience, had a dozen or
so circuits and soloed. They then took up
their duties with their own club. Not a
set-up with much to recommend it, especially
in view of the field. Their difficulties were
further increased by the fact that, with no
other clubs as a guide, many members
looked on gliding as a type of flying
offering an escape from the restrictions
applied to power flying, and raised heJl,
when they Gouldn't carry passengers and
ge,nerally fly as they wished after their first
solo. Wisdom prevailed, however. A
training scheme was evolved as training
progressed, and rules formulated to suit.
In the first year six ab-initios and sill power
conversions were soloed. With one aircraft,
generally only one instructor was present;
and because of distances involved, the one
instructor did 40-50 dual flights in a 12-13
hour day.

At our original strip Air Control put a
1,500-ft. limit on us. What with this and
the fact that. being close to the sea gave us
few thermals, we eventually moved inland
120 miles to Kingaroy. Here height
restrictions are removed. We operate from
a Department. of Civil Aviation drome
have free hangar-age, a hut supplied for
club room purposes, and have ma;ntained
for us, free of charge. a special glider strip
of our own parallel to the main grass
runways. We have equal rights with light
aircraft, but must be on the ground, or
three miles away, half-an-hour before the
arrival of an airliner, and remain on the
gro\!nd for half.an-hour after its departure.
At KingaIoy there is only one service per
week-end. The amount of airline traffic
obviol!lsJy determines whether gliding is
possible and would be permitted from a
D.C.A. 'drome, but basically the above
conditions apply to aJl, 'dromes with a light
traffic density. There are no landing charges
of fees Qf any kind. We are covered by the
same conditions regarding met.. forecasts as
power aircraft. D.C.A. pay for trunk line
calls to the nearest Met. Office. In some
cases this may involve a trunk call of over
300 miles. At Kingaroy it is 145 miles to
Brisbane. Cloud flying is absolutely
forbidden, and for cross-country work,
restrictions in large wide control areas
between main cities are severe. Fortunately,
in many cases, these zones are over "tiger"
country and leave the open inland relatively

See Ken Fripp at Lasham for
10 YEAR INSPECTIONS
C. OF A. OVERHAULS • REPAIRS
MODIFICATIONS • RE-'SPRAYING
FULL B.U. APPROVAL

Southdown Aero Services Lld
LASHAM AIRFIELD. ALfOlil. HANTI.

'11"". I Herti.,d 359

clear. We find D.C.A. officials co-operative
and helpful.

After operating for about eighteen
months we were financial enough lo feel we
could borrow sufficient to buy a single
seater-a Kingfisher (price about £750
Sterling) which was also road-towed from
Adelaide. Jt is a 12-metre plane with an
empty weight of 240 loo., minimum sink 2.8
Lp.s. at 45 m.p.h., best L./D. of 22 at 52
m.p.h. Its performanc.e is such that the
Club's first Diamond, Goal flight was made
in it-200 miles.

After our permanent move to Kingaroy,
w~ gathered members from near and far.
Club strength remains at the 20-30 level and
members come to Kingaroy from places up
to )50 miles away. We have made a number
of trips away, road-towing our sailplane,
the Kookaburra, to Glen Jnnis in New South
Wales, 320 miles, to attend an Easter Meet;
Kookaburra and winch to Evans Head in
N.S.W., 310 miles, to give an impetus to a
Club there that was in the formatjve stage;
Kookaburra and Kingfisher twice to
Oakey, the site of a new club, Dur nearest
neighbour. The Kingfisher also went
inland to 'Longreach, 830 miles, to do
cross-country flying last Christmas. Silver
distance is just possible at Kingaroy, but for
Golds we must go elsewhere. Although
there is plenty of plain land in Australia,
there are also many miles of scrub-covered
inaccessible ranges.

A traininlt scheme, summarised, seems
very impersonal, but applied by a com
petent instructor it need not be so in
practice. At the end of three years our
training set-up is as follows. A medical is
compulsory on joining, and an oral test on
rules of the air must be satisfactorilY
ansWered before solo. As well as the usual
exercises such as air experience, straight
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glide, turning, stalling, spinning, launch,
circuit and landing, we give incidentally
slow flying (to accustom pupil to feel near
stall, etc.), manoeuvring (climbing turns,
diving towards objects, to give confidence in
ability to handle other than normal
attitudes, etc.). Secondary effects are shown
when the instructor feels the pupil is ready
for them. Cable breaks are actually taught
as an exercise. Our standard cockpit check
is "chaotic": C, controls; H, harness in
both seats; A, au-brakes; 0, outside crew;
T, trim and ballast; I, instruments; C,
canopy. Before solo we give what we call
our check on undershoot procedure. The
pupil, having been taught of the danger of
inaccurate turns and raising the nose to
stretch the glide, has marked for him an
imaginary threshold about half-way along
the strip. The instructor hands over to the
pupil at about 300 ft., very low, very slow,
and in a position that needs a turn. The
pupil then tries to make the designated
landing spot. It is surprising how many, in
spite of all that has been said, raise that
nose. Of course, there is considerable pre
and post-flight briefing that goes with the
above test, but the essence of it is to see
what the pupil will do' ircaught low.

No soaring is permitted on the first five

solo flights. For the first twenty solo flights
a dual check is obligatory each flying day
thereafter at the discretion of the instrucio.\:.
No new exercises are taught during this
period. It is used (a) to bring the pupil
gradually into more difficult flying con
ditions, (b) to practise solo such exercises
as stalling and spinning, (c) to improve
accuracy of flying, particularly turning and
landing at a spot, (d) to give further dual
cable brakes, (e) and we hope to qualify for
a C certificate. A pupil may only try solo
what he has been authorised to d<>-in
other words, his solo flying at this stage is
briefed.

Following this period, assuming be has
progressed, a start is made on the advanced
exercises-steep turns, including spinning
off, cross-wind landings, side-slippi[lg,
handling near the ground, flying in difficult
conditions; and eventually, for those that
desire, aerobatics" instrument flying, and
night flying. These advanced exercises as
well may only be performed solo on an
Instructor's authorisation-firstly a f1ight
by-flight O.K., and finally, when com
petence is attained, a general O.K. is given.

Soaring is taught as and when opportunity
offers, to a degree appropriate to'the pupil's
stage of training. Our handling-near-the-

Standard
Austria
a real high performance
sailplane

Price ex works DM 1~.9S0

L'D 34 at 65 mph
L'D 28 at 90 rnph
Winner of the O$'TIV prize
1960
Dali"ery time 6 months

Write for tIlQre inform<1lion to the sol. manufacturer:

SCHEMPP-HIRTH OHG
14a Kirchheim-Teck, West Germany
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ground sequence is perhaps of interest. We
find competence at landing does not pre
suppose safe handling low down in an
emergency or on a cross-cOLmu:y. Our
sequence consists of: (I) an explanation and
demonstration of wind effect near the
ground-apparent slip and skid, ground
speed and airspeed, gradient, etc. (2) a
long straight glide just above the ground as
preparation for (3) flying up and over an
obstacle, again as a lead up to (4) manoeuv
ring in a turn close to an obstacle. Charac
teristics of a downwind landing and clearing
obstructions to closer limits are covered also.
Club rules stipulate that all flying below
500 ft. must be circuit-flying, not thermal
ling. Our low flying sequences are dual
only, taken by the senior Instructors, and
must be nominated before take off as low
flying.

This night flying? To some, at least,
flying at night has a fascination all of its
own-not only on a moonlight night with
its faint, soft earth below, but on a dark
night when the earth is invisible. It is a real
pleasure to be moving almost silently
through the soft blackness, with the
patterned lights of the town away to the
side and with the flarepath, straight and
severe, below. Then shortly to touch the
ground that cannot be seen as the flares
flilSh by at the side. That is why we night
fly. For those that ask, we can give other
answers, too,. There are places in Australia
that have lift, even thermal lift, at night.
Thirty years ago sailplanes were chained
to a ridge. Who knows what the future may
unfold?-and to be nibbling a little at
present bzrriers makes the sport more
enticing. With the approval of the GI;ding
Federation ofAustraliaand the co-operation
of the Department of Civil Aviation, who
supplied their nigh!-flying facilities (both
kerosene and electric flarepaths), we
investigated the practicability of providing
night-flying training in sailplanes. The
winch launch and the landing were the
critical factors. Suffice it to say that our
planning-and there was quite a bit
worked well in practice; so much so that
we have had no trouble at night, no cable
tangles, and our night turn-round is faster
than our day. We have soloed -ab-initios at
night and, stran&-e to say, it was the power
conversions that had most trouble with the
f1arepath landings. We teach night tech
niques, not day techniques flown in con
ditions of poor visibility. We would be

GL,IDER HIRE
SpeciaL Offer!
SOARING HOLIDAYS are now

accepting bookings for 1962. Any

booking received before 1st March,

and accompanied by 50% deposit

will qualify for an inclusive charge
of £30 per week, regardleu of the

period for which the aircraft is
required.

Remember you can insure against bad
weather!

Write now for :the 1962 Brochure to:-

SOARING HOLIDAYS
(GLIDER HIRE) llD

1:21Commerciol Rd, Southompto"

interested in exchanging experiences with
any others that have night-flown in gliders.

The G.F.A. stipulate a minimum of 25
hours on gliders before passengers may be
carried. We require that the compulsory
advanced sequences must nave been covered
and the pupil is tested by the c.F.1. The
member is then really a qualified pilot as far
as the Club is concerned, and may fly the
Club sailplanes without an Instructor being
present.

Cross-country flying is in a different
category. Cross-countries in the two
seater are dual only (it's the only one we
have). Conversion to the single-seater takes
place on completion of the advanced
sequences, usually after 60-80 solo launches.
The coiweision consists of three non
soaring flights on which the member tries
stalls, steep turns and spins as briefed and
under the ground supervision of the
Instructor. We do dual spinning and aero
batics above 800 ft. and solo above 1,000 ft.
The dual cross-country consists of an
introduction to map-reading and cross
country technique. Obviously it cannot be
taught on one check; bu t the InstrtK:tor
ensures before clearing the member for
solo cross-countries that (a) he is familiar
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with Air Navigation Orders and Club
require[11ents, (b) his thermalling is of a
standard to ensure a reasonable chance,
(c) his map-reading and paddock lore is at
least safe, (d) his advanced flying has been
completed satisfactoruy. Only full Silver C
pilots may cross-country without an
instructor's direct permission. All other
cross-countries are under the supervision of
an instructor. The first sola cross-country
is a Silver C attempt. The supervising
instructor ensures that A.N.O. require
ments are mer, retrieve arrangements are
adequate, the route is safe, and he offers
advice genGrally. By this stage, as is
commonly stated in books on gliding
instruction, "Orders have become advice".
We actively encourage cross-countries.

On the field, the senior instructor present
is pilot in charge, but generally he is relieved
of much of the organisation by the appoint
ment of a duty pilot from amongst the Club
members. In the first eighteen months we
sought POWer pilots as our instructors,
particularly ex-R.A.F. instructors. After
that we obtained our instructor trainees
from among our own ranks. They were
given an intensive course involving flying,
night lectures and discussions, and did their
first instruction while training under the

direct supervision of the C.F.L
Two private owner groups have grown

out of the Club and recently another group
acquired a Tiger Moth, primarily for flying
to Kingaroy, but this has enabled aeto
towing to be commenced. Our Club set-up
is representative of many in Australia-one
,or two sailplanes, private groups forming,
no paid staff, and flying at week-ends only.
The training schemes vary from club to
club, however.

To some, our Club's scheme may seem
strict. The proof of the pudding in in the
eating, however. In the three years we have
been operating there have been about 10,000
launches. Damage has been confined to
one "bent" skid (a cross-wind landing on
the original strip) and a ply split in the nose
of the Kingfisher on a cross.country
landing (and that on an unauthorised flight
-yes, we do have our discipline troubles.)
Our damage cost per launch works out at
about one-twelfth of a penny. We, are
rather proud of this, considering the strip
we began flying from and the lack of
sailplane experience of the instructors
initially. We have been lucky at times,
admittedly, but there is only really one
reason for it-a sound ins.truction set-up.
We feel the bloke that gets the greatest

W!l'ite to: .Qept. SG•• Ini", Air Chute of G.B. Ltd., Letchworth. Herts.
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enjoyment ,out of flying is not the one that
·does as he likes as soon as he likes but the
one that has been ta.ught to handle his craft,
so that he can more safely and efficientlY
use what the air provides. This latter pilot
is enj.oying his flying while the former is in
the hangar ~epairing his sailplane.

Finally, a few facts on the trip we made
to Longreach. About 300 of the S(l()-Qdd
miles to Longreach is a narrow strip of
bitumen known locally as "the crystal
highway". Stones on the shoulders, thrown
up as cars pass, shatter windscreens. It has
been known for a traveller to break three
windscreens on one trip, and it is not an
exaggeration to say that t-here are the
remains of a windscreen every few hundred
yards for the complete length of the
bitumen. In our party there was one
windscreen casualty-cost, £20 Sterling. At
night, travel must be slow or one is likely
to have a seven-foot kangaroo in one's lap.
These beasts seem to dash across at the last
l1i1Ol1ilent, at night, and can -cause a con
siderable indent-ation in the front end of a
ear. S<lme parts of this West are rather
lonely. One place, admittedly not on the
main road mentioned above, when asked
whether there was much traffic, replied:
"Yes, there was another car through here
last week." An Australian PQem has one
line that reads:

"And the rains are heavy on roads like
these".

Twenty points of rain can make some
roads untrafficable. Our party struck the
break of a three-year drougj:lt half way
through their holiday. We were confined to
the shearers' quarters (kindly made available
to, us by the owner of the station from whose
strip We flew) for eight days. Ou,r cars
could not have been moved one yard in that
time. Eventually, when we did get out, the
first 17 miles took IJ hours. Many yards

of our winching cable saw service as a tow
rope. The dri.ving technique is to go f1'at
out in low gear-get moving and keep
moving. Cars would swing and sway and
the wheels would spin madly on the softer
sections. To stop. in places would mEan
sinking to the axles, and there the car wQuld
have stayed foc two or th"ee days. As the
roads dried further, second 'gear could be
engaged at times, but even with the surface
dry the whole area moved under the car as
though it were a thin crust on treacle. It was
a ca5e of travelling like this, not for five or
ten miles but for hundreds of miles. Winton
and. tongreach in the area where we flew
are 110 miles apart. With much traffic the
wheel tracks become deeper and then, every
now Md again, the car scrapes over the
high spots..

Flying in the area has real problems,
especiaJ.jy of navigatioTJ. The rivers,
generally ,dry, spread out into hundreds of
channels, a veritable maze, many miles
wide. To force-land carries with it a. very
real danger of death from thirst-or
actually, dehydration. The inland still
claims its victims, but rarely now amongst
the fliers. Each aircraft pilot, flying ccoss
country, 'before he leaves and when he
lands, is obliged to notify D.e.A. by radio
or revers.e-eharge telephone., If overdue,
D.C.A.'s Search .and Rescue Organisation
calls in airlines, charter planes, private
planes, flying doctor, polke and outback
radio. While much is done voluntarily,
even a small search can cost many thousands
of pounds. An S.A..R. watch is not applied
automatically to glider cross-countries, but
the facilities are there for the asking. It is
rather comforting to know, when flying in
a sailplane over some of the desolate and
lonely inland, that all the S.A.R. facilities
are ready to swing into action on your
behalf, should your ground crew ·so requesL
It also gives one .a sense of responsibility.

LONG MYND EASTER COMPETITIONS
Friday, 20th April 1961 to Tuesday, 24th April /961

T HE ~idlandGlidin~Club is, as usual, launching by winch or catapult.
holdmg competll1ons over Easter. B.G.A. approval has been obtained

B.G.A. rules for competition marking will to have the competition recognised as
apply. Entries will be limited to fifteen (15) qualifying for Pilot Ra.ting.
visiting aircraft. Entries will be accepted Entry forms may be obtained from
strictly in order of receipt of completed Lieut.-Col. G. Benson, Marston, Pembridge,
entry forms. Entrance fee will be £3 per Leominster, Herefordshire. (Tel.: Pem
aircraft, which will cover the cost of bridge 203.)
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LADIES ONLY

I T is proposed to hold a Women Glider
Pilots' Rally at a conveniently situated

site over the August Bank Holiday week
end. This would be a task.flying competi
tion with Priz\:s, and the minimum pilot
qualification sugg\:sted is the completion of
the Distance leg of the Silver C.

In order to enable preliminary planning
to be undertaken, those interested are
requested to write at once to Rika Harwood,
clo the British Gliding Association, stating
whether they would compete or help with
the organisatiort. Husbands or boy friends
would be welcomed as helpers.

CROSS-COUNTRIES AT THE AEROBATIC CONTEST

AT the National Aerobatic Competition
described in our December issue on

page 349, little information could be
obtained about the cross-country contest
which, as usual, was organised on the same
day. and the pilot who reached the furthest
landing-place, whom we mentioned, did
not in fact cover the longest distance.

Low clouds delayed the start of the
aerobatic contest. so that it had to be
carried through without an interval, and
the- cross-country competition. in which
several visiting pilots had been invited to

take part, could not start till the aerobatics
were over.

The competition was an out-and-return
race from the London Gliding Club to
Henlow and back. Owing to the poor
weather and late hour, no one completed
the course, but George Burton nearly did,
and got back as far as DunstabJe town.
from which he walked to the Club. Geoffrey
Stephenson also rounded the turning point
and got back a;; far as Luton. while Mike
Fairman rounded Hendon and landed just
the other side of Luton.

SLINGSBY'S LATEST SKYLARK

-----

---===~---
2S' ).

The "Skylark 4" differs from 'he "3" in 'he fuselage and Oilier wing design.
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made this possible . ..

CONDER ENG. co. LTD· WINCHESTER, HANTS· TEL: 5095

onder
CONSTRUCTION



Architects: Howard KeJly A.R.J.B.A. London

Air IndiaJs fine new hangar
AT LONDON AIRPORT

Conder j$. bUilding for industry at the rate of more than one contract per day.

Projects re.cently completed for Esso. G.E.C•• l.e. I •• Rolls-Royce. Shell.

comprehensive literature available on request

and at I>EEL WORKS' BURTON.ON.TRENT . 1 EL· 5411

P.6326



GLIDING SITes IN
Club Name olSlte Tel. No. Position Helglrt LAt. ond Long.

Ita.s.!.
ABERDEEN Aberdeen - Dyce. 6 m. N.W. 340 57.13 N., 02.11 W.

Airport Aberdeen
AVRO Woodford Bramhalll29l 5m. N. 300 53.20 N.• 02.09 W.

Macelesfield
B.E,A. SILVER WINO Booker High 3 m. S. W. High 520 51.37 N., 00.48 W.

Wycombc Wycombe
1494

BLACKMORE V,\LE N. half - 5 m. E. Sherborne 180 50.58 N., 02.23 W.
Henstridge
Ael»drome

BLAC~POQL & FYLOE Squires Gate Blackpool Boundary of 34 53.46 N., 03.02 W.
41526 Blackpool

BLACKPOOL & FYLDE Samlesbury - Mid betw«n 250 53.46 N., 02.34 W.
Aerodrome Preston &

Blaekburn

BRISTOL Nympsfield Uley 342 3! m. S.W. Stroud 700 51.43 N.• 02.17 W.

CAMBRIDGE Cambridge Cambridge 3 m. N.E. City 50 52.12 N .. 00.11 E.
UNIVERSITY AirpOrt 56291 Centre

COLUOE OF Cranfield - 8m.S.W. 360 50.04 N., 00.37 W.
AERONAUTICS Bedrord

CO...NISH Perranporth Perranporth ! m. S.W. or 320 50.20 N., 05.10 W.
3177 Tow"

COVENT...Y Baginton Toll Bar 3377 3 m. S.S.E 270 52.22 N., 01.28 W.
Aerodrome Coventry

DE...BYSHI.... & Camphill Tidcswell 207 8 m. N.E. 1,350 53.18 N., 01.43 W.
LANCASIlIRE Buxton

DEVON & Dunkeswell - 5 m. N. Honiton 800 50.52 N., 03.14 W.
SoMERSET Aerodrome

DoNCASTER & Doneaster Doneaster 1~ m. S. orTown 20 53.30 N., 01.10 W.
D,ST...,CT Aerodrome 56066

DUMfaJ£.S & Thornhill - 19 m. N. 55.15 N., 03.50 W.
DlSTR1CT Dumfries

EAST MIDLANDS Rearsby Osgathorpe 8 m.• N.E. 220 52.43 N., 01.02 W.
Aerodrome 260 Leicester

EssEX North Weald North Weald 2! m. N.E. 32.9 51.44 N., 00.20 E.
Aerodrome Epping

GLASGOW I< W. OF Bankhead Farm, - 7 m. E. by N. 300 55.44 N., 03.35 W.
Scon.ANO Carnwath Lanark

HAUFAX Ringstonc Edse RipPQnden 5m. S.W. 1.050 53.40 N.• 01.56 W.
3289 Halifax

H""DLEY PAOE Radlen Park Street 2 m. S. St. 260 51.41 N.. 00.11 W.
Aerodrome 2266 Albans

KENT West Mailing - 2 m. S.W. Mailing 300 51..Jl N .. 00.24 E.
village

51.11 N., 00.24 :E.RoyAL ENGINEERS West Mailing ~ 2 m. S.W. Mailing 300
village

LAKES Tebay Gyhll Orlon 280 Fell Top E. Tebay 1.000 54.27 N., 02.35 W.
LASHA"" Gl-IDING Lasham Herrlard 270 Bctween Alton & 600 5UI N., 01.02 W.

SocIETY: ARMY: Aerodrome Basingstoke
Boy ScOUTS;
CROWN AGENTS;
IMPERIAL COLLEGE;
1£,OHTON PARK
SCHOOL~ PoLISH
A.F.A.; SURREY:
LoNOON I)NIV.

LoNOON Dunstable Dunsuble lm.W. 500 5l.S2 N., 00.33 W.
Downs 63419 Dunstable

MIDLAND Long Mynd Linley 206 4m.S.W. 1,500 52.31 N., 02.53 W.
Church
Stretlon

NEWCASTLE Carlton - 10m. S. 1,200 54.25 N., 01.12 W.
Middlesbrough

NORFOLK Tibbcnham Tivershall 207 15 n. S.W. 52.28 N., 01.05 E.
Aerodrome Norwich

NORFOLK I< Swanton Swanton 15m.W. 52.45 N., 00.55 E.
NORWICH Morley Morley 274 Norwich

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE Podington Shambrook Nr. Wollaston 330 52.13 N., 00.36 W.
Aerodrome 474
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THE UNITE.D KINGDOM

None

None

S. &.
N.W.

None

None

Slopes

S.S.W.
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

Nonc

None

N.8<W.

Nif~~
closed

None

Yes

None

S.W.to
N.W.

None

W. &.S.

None
W.&.

N.N.W.

W.,&.
S.W.

W.&.E.

N.W.to
N.E.

None

Sen';ce Days operati,,~

0' Civil
Civil Weekends

Civil Weekends

Civil Weekends and some weekdays

Civil Weekends

Civil Weekends: Thursday evnll". in spring
and summer

Civil Saturday afterooon spring & summer,
r most Sundays
n

Civil Weekends; SUt1uller daily; winter by
arrangement

Weekends

Civil Winter: Thursdays 8< weekends,
May.ScpL daily

Civil Weekends

Civil Weekends 8< summer weekdays

Civil Weekends, midweek by arrangement

Civil Weekends, evngs. and most days in
summcr:

Civil WeekendS

Civil Weekends, public holidays

Ch'il Weekends

Civil Sundays

Civil Weekends

Civil Weekends

Civil Weekends, public holidays

Civil Weekends

Civil Weekends
Civil Every day

Civil Every day

Civil Every day

Civil Weekends .
Civil Weekends

Civil Weekends, some weekdays

Civil Weekends

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

A~ro

lOws

No

Desc,iptlon

Grass and runways

Used for tcstini

R.A.F. active aerodrome Yes

Disused aerodrome

Grass aeTodrome

Rough heather land

Grass

R.A. F. emergency aerodrome

Pasture

Flat grass E.-W. and N£-S.W. No
runways

Hill site, grass Yes

Hcather~overedhill top Yes

4.runway aerodrome Yes

3.runway aerodrome await
Ingpe
mialio

Large hill· top site No

Runway aerodrome Yes

Runday aerodrome, active flying Club Yes

Runways Ves

Field I m. long running E.W. edge
Cotswolds

Grass aerodrome, onc runway; Yes
heavy powered traffic

Runway aerodrome, training Rying

3 runways; plat~u On top of cliffs Ves

Coventry City airport Yes

Grass strip N.S.

---=--------~--
Smooth moorland No

Firm's aerodrome, runways No

R.A.F. aerodrome Yes

R.A.F. aerodrome Yes

Hillside moorland No
J runways, SOme ac.roplancs1 land on Yes

grass
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GLIDING SITES IN THE
Club Name ofSire Tel. No. Position

. IHeight Lat. and Long.
Ji. a.s.l.

THE OUSE Rulforth 4 m. W. York 6'
Aerodrome

OXfORD Weston on the 7 m. N. Q.• ford 300 31S3 N., 01.14 W.
Green

PERKINS SPORTS Ass. W~twood W.of 34 '2.3' N., 00.17 W.
Aerodrome Peterborough

ROYAL AIRCRAFT R.A.E. Aldershot Farnborough 2)3 '1.16 N., 00.46 W.
ESTAIUSHM.ENT 24461

SCOTTISH GUDING Portmoak Scotlandwell 1 m. S.£. loch 400 '6.12 N., 03.20 W.
U!'IION 243 Leven

SHORTS. N. IRELAND Ncwlownards Newtownards lm. S. '4.3' N., 0'.41 W.
3327 Newtownarcb

SouTHDOWN Ilo-pccp, Firle 4m. N.E. 700 50.50 N~ 00.07 E.
Newhaven

SouTH W,\LES Mynyod Mayo 3 m. E. Caer:philly 1,0'6 '1.35 N., 03.15 W.
SWANSEA Fairwood 5 m. W. Swansea 230 51.36 N., 04,0' W.

Airport
SWINOOS Soulh Marston Swindon 2684 Nr. Swindon 54.35 N., 01.45 W.
WEST WALES Whithy Bush 2'0 51.45 N., 04.45 W.
YORKSHIRE Sulton Bank Sulton Thirsk 5 m. £. Think 1.000 '4.1' N., 01.12 W.

237

ROYAL AIR FORCE GUDING ,& SOARING ASSOCIATION CLUBS
E.... cry onc of these is based on a.n R.A.F. Station. All operate at weekends. and aero~tOws arc laid on
Club Name ofSite Tel. No. Positioll L.a•. alld LOllg.

BANNERDOWN R.A.F. Colerne H.wthorn 283 7 m. W. Chippcnh.m 51.26 N., 02.14 W.
CHILTERNS R.A.F. Beilson Wollingford 2292 3 m. E.N.E. 51.37 N., 01.05 W.

Wallingford
ClEVELA.NDS
EAST A"GUAN R.A.F. Duxford Royston 2291 5 111. S. Cam bridge '2." N., 00." E.
EAST MIDLANDS R.A.F. Swinderby Swinderby 241 7 m. S. Lincoln 53.09 N.. 00.41 W.

EAST YORKSHIRE R.A.F. Driffield Driffield 2274, 3 m. S.W. Great 54.00 N., 00.28 W.
EXlTh 491 Driffield

FENLAND R.A.F. Sw.nton Swanlon MorJcy 15 m. W. Norwich 52.43 N., 00.58 E.
Morley 261

FOUR CouNTIES R.A.F. WitlCring Gr.nth.m 830 1 m. E. Gr.nth.m '2.54 N., 00.36 W.
HO>lE COUNTIES R.A.F. Homchurch R.inham 3344 6 111. E. London '1.36 N .. 00.20 E,
MOONRAKI;RS R.A.F. Up.von Up",'on 7 I 8 m. N. Ameshury 51.18 N., 01.47 W.

RED HASO R.A.F. Ballykdly
,

lill1.vadi' 2201, I 55.03 N., 07.01 , ....., m. E.
Exln. _10 londonderry

SUffOLK R.A.F. Waltisham Ncedham Mkt. 234

1

5m.S.W. 52.08 N., 01.25 £.
Stowmarkct

WESSEX R.A.F. AMover Andover 2381, 2 m. W. Andovcr 51.13 N., 01.32 W.
Exln.305 on A303

WlNDRt!SHEaS R.A.F. BiceslCl Biccs.tcr SO I, I} m. N.N.E. 51.S5 N., 01.08 w.
Extn.36 Biccstcr

,ROYAL NAVAL GLIDING & SOARING ASSOCIATION CLUBS
All operate at weekends, and aero-tows arc laid on

Positioll Hei~hl LaJ. anti Long.
Arbroalh Angus 160 56.3' N_ 02.37 W.

Everyone of these is based on an R.N.A. Stalion.
Club Name ofSite Tel. No.

CQNDOR R.N.A.S. Arbro.th
Arbro'lh 2201

FULMAR R.N.A.S. Lossiemouth
lossicmouth 2121

HERON R.N.A.S. !lchester 333
Yeovilton

PORTS~OUTH H.M.S. Arid lcc-on-Solent
79143
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Elgin, Moraysh.

t1chestcr,
Somerset

lee-on-Solenl,
H.nts.

39 '7.43 N., 03.20 W.

75 51.01 N., 02.38 W.

30 50.49 N., 01.02 W.



UNITEO KINGDOM (c:ontd.)

None

None

I None

I
W.,N.,

S.

____D_Oy_S_o_p_'_rO_'_ill_g I, Slopes

;

Works i Weekends, summer cvngs.
i

Civil I Weekends, sOme weekdays

I

Yes

Yes

Yes

Description

Acti,,·c aerodrome

2 grass runways

Large aerodrome

2 gras.s strips

Grass aerodrome~ R.A.F.
zone

Aero- SeYl'ice I
I tow~' or Civil

-------1---1
dropping 1by ar-! Civil 1. Weekepds, public holidays

range~\ ,
t ment I
I No Civil ! 'Weckends'7 'occasional summer cvngs.

------1
I No Citril j Weekends. public holidaysTop of do,",'ns

Rough mountain grass
Civil aerodrome

Active aerodrome. t.est ft~ing

J runways
Unpaved runway on heatheT ,moor

i Yes
No

'Civil
Civil

Civil
Civil
Civil

IWeekends
,W«keods, WeQnesday evngs. in
I summer
1 Weekends
, Weekends

\\:cckcnds, daily except ~iondays

N.E.

S.W.,
IN., N.E-

I None
I None
S.,S.W.,

W.

Meeting of Commission du Vol Sans Moteur
Paris, November 1961

Standard Class
In our August issue we reported a possi

bility that the Ftdtfl'a1ioll A;!ronall/iqlli!
fmernalionale would in future requi~e that
only aircraft types of which at least ten had
been built and sold would in future be
permitted to fly in the Standard Class in
future World Championships.. At their
November meeting the C.V.S.M. rejected
this proposal, so the Standard Class rules
remain unaltered.

will be available, for only the cost of
insurance, to competitors who cannot bring
their own aircraft.

AII flHrieving will be by air, so car's and
trailers will not be necessary, and there
seems no need for each pilot to bring more
than one team member with him. A pilot
landing, away simply awaits a searching
aircraft and heliographs to it with a hand
mirror. This sounds a somewhat hit-or
miss method, b\1l apparently has worked
satisfactorily over the past years.

1963 World Championships In addition to the 30 Ka-6's, the Govern-
By the time these notes appear, most ment has ,p~dered 30 tugs, a number of

readers will, no doubt, have heard that the (probably German) two-seaters, and for
Argentinian offer to hold the next Cham- their own team two Fokas and two Zefirs.
pionships at Junin, in February 1963, has So Hossinger's victory in 1960-<ln a
been accepted. Skylark 3-has certainly set up the

Junin is about 120 miles west of Buenos Argentine gliding movement for some years
Aires, in the pampas ,country. This is an to come. -
Immense flat grass-covered plain almost at National entries are limited to 3 aircraft,
sea-level. The Argentinian offer is a most which may be split between the classes as
generous one. There will be no entrance desired. -
f,?e, and a pwportion of the freight for the Correspondence from interested Aero
aIrcraft and the passage-money for the Clubs should be addressed to Senor
teams will be borne by the organisers. Up Cbourrout, Carlos Pellegrini 1352, Buenos
to 30 Ka-6's, 2 Skylark 3's. and a Skylark 2 Aires, Rep. Argentina.
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the England-Scotlan9 border (from
every point on the border);

(3) waves must be utilised, at least at the
start of the flight.

(4) In addition the pilot must submit an

The ][962 Gliding Ban
The 11th Annual B.G.A. Ball will be held at Londonderry House, 19, Park Lane,

London. W.l, on Friday, 9th March from 8.30 p.m. to 2 a.m. Music for dancing will be
played by Bill Savill and his Mayfair Orchestra. .

The energetic Committee organising this year's celebrations are planning many
surprises to make this the best gliding ball yet beld, which incidentally may be the last one
to take place in Londonderry House. So do make a note of the date and come along with
your friends.

Tickets are 25/- each including Buffet and are obtainable Irom your gliding club, the
B.G.A., or any of the following Committee Members:-Yvonne Bonham (chairman),
Lionel and Barbara Alexander, Rika Harwood, Margaret Kahn, John Phillips, Mike
Riddell, Cliff Tippett.

Y.C.B.

Prize Otter for a Wave Cross-Country
We hope that well-deserved support will be forthcoming for the scheme Oil/lined in the following
communication from Miss Betsy Woodward, who has spell/ some years in England .doing
meteorological research, andholds the World"sfeminine absolutealtitllde record with 39,994 ft.

. in a wave.

'P>R years the British glider pilot has had
I' the habit of going to other countries,
notably New Zealand, South Africa and the
U.S.A. (including Texas), and breaking
other people's records. This is fine for
everyone-including those whose records
are broken-but it has always amazed me .>o<>o<>c:>c)O<>e><>e><>o<>o<>o<>e:><>c:::><>e><.
that they have never sufficiently investigated )'i )'i
their own back yard. I am referring to \I \I
ScQtland. Not only should Diamond C ~ B G A BALL ~
height be obtained without difficulty, but a)'i •••
wave cross-country flight, such as that \I
suggested below, should be both easier and ~ Fr,'day 9th March ~
more enjoyable than the Las.ham-Perran- ~ " ~

porth "milk run". 1\8.30 p.m. - 2 a.m. at )'i
I do not know why something has not 11 11

been done. People have either not thought X X
about it or are broke. To bring attention to ~ LONDONDERRY HOUSE ~
the possibilities and to help with the 11 \I
expense of initial attempts, I would, like to 1\ 1\
suggest a Scotland Wave Fund. This would 11 Sideshows 11
consist of an award of about £50, and a ~ ~
small cup, to be divided as follows: 50% of 1\ sill Savill's Band 1\
the fund to be given [0' the pilot who first \I \I
exceeds 300 km. from Scotland; 50 % of the ~ ~
fund and the cup to the pilot who makes the ~ Ti(kets 25'· ea(h ~
longest flight during the first year; th~ saJl}C 1\ (loci..... of 8uff.,) )'i
cup will be awarded for the longest flight m \I \I
subsequent. years. . 1\ • )'i

To qualify for the awards all flIghts must \I 11
fulfil the following conditions: ~ From your Club. or I.G.A. Office ~

(I) flight must meet B.G.A. requirements X 7i
for Gold C distance; 11 19 Park Lane, london, W.1 11

(2) start, Le. point of release, must be in ~ ~
Scotland and at least 100 km. from .>e:>(>e:>(>e:><>e:><>e:><>e:>(>C:>C>e:>(>C><>C><>e:>(>e><.
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phase with Grampian wave. If it is, the
remaining 200 km. can be made with a
straight g)ide (remember average wind speed
will probably exceed 20 knots); however,
reasonable waves should be found over the
Southern Uplands and the Cheviot Hills.
If the Pennines are working, 500 km. would
be on.

I do not have £50, SQ am trying to collect
donations from all interested in promoting
more activity north of the Border. The.
foUowing amounts are requested from the
foUowing grlilUps:

10s. from University people (with the
exception of unmarried lecturers who are
in grQup 2);

£1 from others (married couples may
count as one);

£2 plus from Chief Executives.
I am giving £5-but that is bec.ause I want

to see something done.
Suggestions from those who contribute

will be welcomed. The above rlllles are a
composite of ideas from those who have
already contributed. It has been suggested
that the awards be availableafteI' 1st
Mar"Ch, 1962. All B.G.A. clubs will receive
final not.ice of the award, including total
amount and names of contributors, by mid
February.

Please make cheques payable to me,
marking- "Scotland Wave" in corner, and
mail to me at tbe address below.

BETSY WOODWARD.

3, Maflor Courl, Gunnersbury Avenue,
London, W.3.

The following very nice people have
already contributed:-

account of the flight to SAILPLANE
ANt> GLIDING.

Verification of (2) can be given by the tug
piJot in the case of an aero-tow. .Regarding
(3): thermals may be used, but It must be
certified by at least two people in the
starting area that wave conditipns were.
oresent. If this cannot be certified (e.g. two
people with sufficient knowledge not
present), thelil the met. conditjons will be
subsequent,]y analysed by at least two
competent meteorologists to see if wave
soaring was possible. (Mind you, this is no
absolute guarantee that waves were, or
\vere not, present,. so I sllggest the applicant
take a camera.)

Ideally, r would like to see the flight
originate in the Highlands, but one cannot
ha,>,eeverything. A suggested flight is shown
on the map. Assume N.W. wind. Release

l....fap showing rhe rake-off region for Belsy
Woodward'I propoIed Seolland Wa-ve prize,

and a IuggeIred roule.

could be made over v;tlley (good landing
fields) running roughly from Perth to
Aberdeen in (he lee wave from the
Grampians. Dog-leg of 100 km. could be
made in this wave, which should be more or
less unbroken down the valley. Tllm, head
S.~., catch wave ih. the lee of the OchJls
whIch should be a good one, especially if in

Ken Bignell
Yvonne Bonham
Charles Brown
John Brownlow
Boris Cijan
Joe Croshaw
John Furlong
Bob Gavins
Mike Gee
Nick Goodhart
Rika & Godfn:y

Harwood
Gordon Hookings
Paddy Kearon
"Lefty" Kurylowicz,
Dorothy & BiIf

Lawson
John Leach

Roger Mann
Hugh Mettam
Paul Minton
Alex Orde
Dr. John Rusforth
Beverley Shenstone
Pr@f. P. A.

Sheppard
"Doe" Slater
Jail Sproul
Beryl & Geoffrey

Stephenson
Charles Sutherland
Andrew Thorburn
JiIl Walker
"WallY" WaLlington
Ken Wilkinson
Philip Wills
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For the Assistance of Contributors
by the Editor

CONTRlBUTORS who would like to assist
our campaign against the growing

illiteracy among technical journals, and in
technical and scient'ific writing generally,
may be interested in the following notes,
which are followed by useful information
about submitting illustrations and articles.

NUMERALS.-The different "marks" of
glider types are usually distinguished by a
number following the name; some use
Roman numerals made up of letters of the
alphabet, others use ordinary figures (which
are sometimes called "Arabic" though there
is not much resemblance nowadays to the
original Arabic numerals); but many
people don't seem sure which is which, so
should studY this table of equivalents:-

Arabic' I 2 3, 6 11 III
Roman I 1I III VI XI CXI

It follows from this that "SCud 11" means
Scud eleven, not Scud two, which should be
written SCud 2 or Scud II; and "Skylark
Ill" means Skylark one-hund,red-and
eleven, not Skylark three, which shOuld be
written Skylark 3 or Skylark IH (there are
not Il.! marks of Skylark-yet). Likewise,
VI does not mean six; it means Vergel.
.tungswajfe e.ins, otherwise known as the
flying bomb.

Incidentally, the use of one tick for feet
and two ticks for inches is permissible in
drawings and in tables, but not in the text of
articles.

FRACTIONS.-The ex:pression 5/8 means
five-eights; it does not mean "from 5 to 8",
which may be written 5-8. A contributor
once sent an article on sailplanes of "30/40
ft. span"; this works out at 9 inches, yet he
meant man-lifting sailplanes, not models.
H¥PHENs.~Onlywhen a figure and a unit

of me~urement together serve as one
adjective is a hyphen put between them;
thus: "a 3,OOO-ft. dimb", but "a climb of
3 000 ft.". Some writers, having caught
sight of the hyphen once, s~m to think it
has got to be there every .tlme.

When typing, there should be no space on
either side of a hyphen, otherwise it means a
dash.

LATIN AND GREEK PLURALs.-Here is a
list of some in common technical use:-

Singular Plural
Datum Data
St ratum Stmta
Phenomenon Phenomena
Stimulus Stimuli

It follows that the expressions "this data"
and "data is" are ungrammatical and
illiterate, and will still be ungrammatical
and illiterate even if they are used by every
English-speaking technician in the world,
,instead of by only 95 per cent as at present.

The Latin plural of "apparatus" is not
"apparati" but "apparatus'" with the U u"
pronounced long. The English plu;-al
"apparatuses" is l~ss ambiguous.

Cumulus, Nimbus and Cirrus all take
"_i" for the plural, but there is no such
word as "Stratus" in Latin; Luke Howard,
who introduced these cloud names in 1803,
changed the ".um" into "-us" to make it
conform to the other three. But not to
worry, as Stratus is hardly the sort of cloud
anyone would want to put into the plural.

Two DOTs.-It is not a sign of German
scholarship to jab two dots over every
vowel in sight. They are absent as often as
present. Thus: Bruggen, Gutersloh, Rhon
(including Rhonadler etc,); but Wasser
kuppe, Innsbruck, Grunau Baby. There is
no such type as a Granau.

It is permissible to leave out the two dots
if one adds an "e" after the vowel instead;
thus: Oerebro, Kuettner, Huetter, etc.,
but the "u" in the last two is nevertheless
pronounced shart-Huetter does not rhyme
with Pewter.

The Scandinavian A with a ring on top is
pronounced "aw" and can be transcribed
Aa; e.g. Ha,akon, Aalleberg (the Swedish
national gliding centre),

SPELLlNG.-!iANGAR, nol hanger (it is a
French word meaning a shed, not an
English word meaning something to hang a
coat on. BAROGRAPH, not baragraph (one
says barometer, not barameter). VARIO
METER, not variometre (metre' is a unit of
length, meter a measuring apparatus).
C£NTERINO or CENTRING (in a thermal): the
Oxford Dictionary decrees "centring",
despite its prcmunciation. PAUL MAC
CREADY, not McReaqy (i.e. use the
maximum possible number of letters).
SEDBERO,H, nol Sedburgh (the famous
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background squares are light grey or blue;
the ink lines can then be reproduced with
out showing the background squares.

If you ca.mtot draw neatly enough for
reproduction, th~n send a drawing in pencil
which someone else can ink in; not in ink,
because it would then have .to be redrawn
with great trouble on another piece of paper.
Similarly, if you can make the drawing but
not the lettering in professional style. then
do the lettering in penciL Lettering should
be large enough to b<:ar reducing in the
reproduction, where it should be at least a
millimetre high to be easily legible. Do not
send a drawing the same size as its intended
reproduction; somebody else will have to
re-draw it to a larger size, and withQut the
help of tracing paper.

It is possible to include. in a line drawing,
a shaded area made up of small dots; the
artist should indicate the desired area with
light blue ~shading, and the blockmaker will
do the rest.

MANUSCRIPTS
Typewritten manuscripts are preferred

but are not obligatory (except for Club
News). A few handwritten manuscripts can
be accepted, put a1l proper names must be
wrinen legibly, because the spelling cannot
be guessed from the Context. ThiJ> is the
origin of the Services' rule that proper
names must be written throughollt in
capitals. Unfortunately the reason for it
has long been forgotten, so it has been
carried over into the typewriting era
which is ridiculous, because a typewriter
can produce small letters as legibly as
capitals. People who send us typed art ides
with all the names in capitals cause endless
trouble in preparing the manuscript for the
Printers.

Typewriting should be double-spaced;
any corrections or additions can then be
written in legibly, instead of illegibly, and
this has certain advantages. It should also
be done on one side of the paper only, and
the sheets should be at least quarto size.

public sch.ool, after which it was named, is
most particular about thiS).

The abbreviation "Derby & Lanes" was
invented by us because, in the certificate
lists in the pre-war SAILPLANE & GLIDER, it
would just fit into one line. It will no longer
do so, owing to our narrower columns, and
as it cannot be further shortened and remain
recognizable, we have reverted to "Derby
shire & Lancashire". Thus there is no
excuse for using this abbreviation where
room is available for the full name.

"Its" without an apostrophe means "of
it"; "it's" with an apostrophe is short for
~it is" or "it has".

"Practice" is a noun in English and a verb
in American; ··practise" is a verb in English
and a noun in American.

"Lamina" and "peninsula" are nouns,
"laminar" and "peninsular" are adjectives;
thus "Iaminar flow" but "Banks Peninsula".

ILLUSTRATIONS
For printing illustrations, a "block" has

to be made by a "blockmaker"; it is usually
a block of wood with a metal surface on
which the picture is imprinted by a process
resembling photography..

PHOTOGRAPHS.-These are reproduced by
a "half-tone block". which means that the
picture is divided Into minute dots. In
general the photograph sent should be at
least as large as its reproduction, or larger.
But if it is very clear in detail, the photo
graph can be smaller than the eventual
reproduction.

In the lighter parts of the picture, the
contrast is reduced in the reproduction, so
it is no use sending a photo of a white cloud
against a near-white background, because it
will not show at all; nor will any light
shading on a white doud show in the re
production. In the darker parts of the
photo, on the other hand, the contrasts will
be enhanced.

DRAWINGs.-These are reproduced by a
"line block", in which all parts of the
picture are either black or white. Since the
process is photographic, blue lines do not NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS
show at all, and blue-black lines of varying THE 1962 National Gliding Champion.
blackness are unreliable; red and brown, ships will be held from Saturday June
however, reproduce as black. It is prefer- 2nd to Whit Monday, June 11th at R.A.F.
able to make the drawing much larger than Aston Down, near Minchinhampton,
trye eventual reproduction; this results in a Gloucester (a few miles f,rom the Bristol
big increase in neatness when it is reduced. Gliding Club).
For drawings containing right angles, a The Meeting will be organised by the
usefUl method is to make the drawing in R.A.F. Gliding and Soaring Association,
black ink on graph paper, provided that the under the aegis of the RG.A.
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Diary of Lectures and Film Shows
Wednesda.y evenings.at 8 p.m.

31st January U.S. Film "Counterblast",
the bombing of Hamburg
and "Fools, Daredevils and
Geniuses", stunt flying of
the twenties.

7th February The 1%2 Long Mynd Wave
Soaring Expedition.

14th February Film, The destruction of
the Ploesti Oilfields.

21st February Spinning Trials by David
Morgan (Vickers Test
Pilot).

28th February "With the Navy in Malta",
Talk-film by R. Duckett.

7th March "Air pioneers 1 have
known" (Bleriot, Cody.
etc.) by Geoffrey Dorman,
veteran air writer.

EASTER RALLY IN NORFOLK

THE Norfolk Gliding Clubs propos<: to
hold another Rally and Competition

at Swanton Morley next Easter from
Thursday 19th to Tuesday 24th April
inclusive.

Entries will be limited to 20 aircraft and
preference given to those who attended the
"bad weather" Rally of 1961 and are
willing to try again. The entry fee is 2 gns.
to include pilot(s) and crew up to four
persons inclusive, the fee for additional
persons being 10s. 6d. each. Launches will
be by aero-tow at 15s. to 2,(X)() ft. and
competitors will be responsible for their
own retrieving and accommodation costs.
It is anticipated that billeting will only be
available at Swanton Morley for service
personnel, but there is a caravan site in the
adjoining village and ample hotel accom
modation available locally. The closing
date for entry is Ist March, 1962. Appli
cants should apply to Mr. P. Salmon,
"Cumulus", Charles Close, Wroxham
Park, Norwich, Norfolk (Te!.: Wroxham
167),'

* * *

14th March Film, U.S. bombing of
• industrial centres in Ger

many.

Lectures for
Ab-initio Soaring Pilots
O N Monday, 29th January at 8 p.m., a

series of eight lectures especially
planned for pilots who have just reached or
hope to reach the soaring stage of their
training this coming season, commences at
the Kronfeld Club. 74 (Basement),
Eccleston Square, London, S.W.I.
The syllabus will be as follows:-
29th January "The Art of Soaring", by

Derek Piggott, one of tbe
most experienced all round
instructors in the country.

5th February "Navigation", by Ann
Welch, Chairman of the
B.G.A. Instructors Panel.,

12th February "Away Landings", by
Lome Welch, an instructor
and pundit of many years
standing.

19th February "Meteorology 1".
26th February "Pre-Flight Planning and

Cross Country Flying", by
John WiIliarnson, British
National Gliding Cham
pion.

5th March "Accident Prevention", by
Air Commodore G_ J. C.
Paul, Chairman B.G.A.
Accidents Analysis Panel.

18th March "Airways, Control Zones
,and other Regulations "by
Air Commodore Paul.

25th March "Meteorology 2", bye. E.
WallinglOn.

The Lectures will be open to both
members and non-members of the club and
Registration Forms may be obtained from
Mrs. Bonham, 14, Little Browning£,
London, S.E.23. Telephone: FORest Hill
9390 or the B.G.A.

The Fees will be as follows:-
Full Course 8 Lectures £1 to CUlTClll

members (non-members 25/-). Single
Lectures 3/6 (non-members 4/-). There will
be special rates for married couples booking
the whole course in advance.

YC.B.
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O.S.T.l.V.

T HE followiry.g pape.rs al?peared in the
OSTIV Se\;tlon of the SWISS Aer.o Revue.

The descriptions of sailplane types give
comprehensive data such as are shown in
the OSTIV publication "The World's
Sailplanes".

No\'ember 196,1
P. J. feteris (Holland): "The influence of

the circulation around cumulonimbus
clouds on the surface humidity patters."
(In English.) Air is apt to subside rapidly
from below a cunltllonibmus "anvil" (at
2 n./sec. in the example investigated),
rcaching the ground as a patch of unusually
dry air, perhaps 10 to 30 miles across, in
which cumulus clouds either evaporate
quickly or do not form at all. Glider pilots
should avoid these areas, which are likely to
be found downwind of the anvjl.

HP-8: detailed description of Richard
Schreder's all-metal design, called "Air
mate", in which he flew in the 1960 World
Championships.

Sisu I: U.S.A. metal oesign by L. A.
Niemi; "a prototype for testing structural
and aerodynamic ideas". Span 50 ft.

J. Michalczewski (poland): "Die

Papers
Anwendung von mikrosynoptischen Karten
zur Wettervorhersage fUr Segelflieger" (The
use of micro-synoptic charts for weather
forecasting for sailplane pilots). (In
German.) These charts enable local in
fluenQes to be taken into account. An
example is given of a "microcydone" in a
warm sector to leeward of the Tatra
MouI!tains.

December 1961
J. Landi : "Omdes de Ressaut" (Obstruc

tion wave-s). (In French.) A thorough
description of air flow and upcurrem
regions in the lee of an idealized mountain
2 km. high.

Letov 21 and 22: Polish training gliders
of mixed construction with a single strut to
each wing; the 21 is a single-seater of 15 m.
span, and the 22 a tandem two-seater of
16 m. Spal'l.

Supplement:' Much enlarged diagrams of
the forwa.fd thickenings of the leading edge
of a Ka-6 which improved its performance
(illustrating paper ,in October issue by
Wortmann and Althans, reported in
SAILPLANE & GLIDING for December,
1961 p. 367).

unusual hobby and we feel sure that if you
could PUt on a display of the different saws
~old and. new~and inform us of any
unusual facts, then we will place cards with
the exhibits and at the same time publicise
your club ..."

Col, it might be added, rang them up and
informed them of one or two unusual facts.

A Sore Point
(from "Aus(raUanG/iding' )

"WHAT'S in a name?" This old saw is a
sore point with Adelaide Soaring

Club Secretary, Colin Edwards.
Col recently received a letter addressed

to the club £rom a very famous youth
organisation which planned tQ hold a
"festival of Hobbies". The letter, which
seemed to be written by an indifferent
speller, said in part:

"V!e are enquiring whether tbe Adelaide
Sawmg Club or you personally would care
to make an exhibit available for the
Festival.

"A similar function was run two years
ago and similar bodies as yourself who
exhibited found a great deal of interest was
Shown by the public, and in sOme ,cases new
members were found.

"In our opinion, sawing is certainly all
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We therefore have no fess than three
independent measuring scales in everyday
use. Even if these could be reduced by one,
instruments could be better standardised,
and even the odd accident might be
avoided. On balance, it would seem that the
long 'establisheD miles·per·hour should ,be,
the one to go. Would it seem too depressing
in official lists of records to put nautical
miles in brackets after the kilometres? After
all, the bright Press boy can always do his
own conversion, and kilon1etres always
look a long way. British gliders could then
sl:mdardise on 'knots and feet as measure
ments of speed and height. This still allows
a satisfactory link with the international
kilometres, since courses, which al'e laid out
on the ground beforehand, can be measured
in these units without confusing in any way
calculations in the air.
Recommendations

Distance nautical miles.
Speed knots (nautical miles per hour).
Height feet.
Rate of climb lOO's of feet per minute

(=knots).
Ground measurement for course planning

kilometres,
(if necessary check points for in-the-air
calculations being laid off along the line in
nautical miles.)

ANN WELCH.

B,G.A. ANNUAL MEETINGS

THE Annual General Meeting of the
British Gliding Association will be held

at the Middlesex Yeomanry Drill Hall Duke
of York's Headquarters, King's 'Road,
Chelsea (on the south side of the road near
the Sloane Square end) at 10 a.m. on
Saturday, 10th March, 1962. The In
structors' meeting and that of the Secre
tMies and Managers will be in the same
building at 11.30 a.m.
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

W ITH the Common Market and decimal
. coinage steadily approaching, we

could do worse than look at our own gliding
measuring systems.

To the patient aud.ienre of the entbusi
astic pilot the account of a flight must seem
bewildering. First of all he goes off on a
lOO-km. triangle, climbs to x thousand feet,
dashes Ixtween therrnals at the rate of
knots, and finally falls, to earth 6 miles short
of his goal. Now, it may well Ix that
British Team pilots do well because they
have been brought up capabfe of assessing
exactly what is happening, no matter what
the yardstick; nevertheless, 1 think some
rationalisation could well provide a greater
benefit, particularly to thQse new pilots who
are thinking in knots when f1yi'ng a miles
per-hour Tutor. The problem lies in
deciding what should be done, or disposed
of, and this is really quite difficult. Kilo
metres are international gliding measure
ments, but not very satisfactory for alti
meters (thiS is presumabl,Y why the World's
airlines work in feet). Knots are very
logical, and link up with variometers in
hundreds of feet per minute (100 ft. per
minute equals I knot almost precisely) but
make the flight seem less impressive when
used to announce successes. Miles (the
'statute ones) are something that everyone
understands, and can usually be measured
on a map with 31 school ruler, but do not
link up with other measurements in an
interpretive sense, nor mean anything when
considering international recOtUs. There
seems to be nothing in favour of measuring
rate-of.climb in feet or metres per second.
Hundreds of feet per minute are much more
readily appreciated, since going up at 200
f. p.m. obviously means that 1,000 ft. will be
climbed in 5 minutes; 3! feet per second
does not relate to anything.



GLIDER SIGNALS TO WINCH

BOOK REVIEW
Gliding Clubs, by GObFREY HARWOOD. Published 1961 by the British

Gliding Association. Price 7s. 6d.

A GREAT many books hav\; been written about gliding, and now the first to deal with
.' matters relating to the development and operation of ,a club has, not before its time,

ooen produced by an author well qualified by experience to bring into dayfight the facts and
processes which go with the organisation and management of a club. PrimarilY intended
as a guide and help to those intending to form a new dub, the book deals in detail with
every aspect, and how personnel and resources are to be marshalled to efficjency and good
management. So full is it of useful information that even the most sophisticated committee
member will find in its pages much to interest him. In every way 'Godfrey Harwood's
publication adequately fulfills its purpose and is invaluable to those who have in contempla
tion the formation of a club, exposing, as it does, all that goes on behind the scenes and
makes gliding possjble. The book is a valuable addition to the Hritish Gliding Association's
list of publicat'ions.

B.M.

Correspondence
TfIE FIRST 500-KILOMETRE RACE

Dear Sir.
In her very interesting article in the October issue of SAllPlAN~ AND GUOING

describing the 1961 Polish Championships, Ann Welch states thart on the last day there
was held "'... the first 5OQ-km. race ever to be set in gliding championships". This may well
have been the .case in Europe, but it was generously exceeded in the U.$.A. three years
earlier.

In the U.S. National Championships held at Bishop, California, in 1958, the Task
Committee on the third day, 31st July, set a task which many of us believe was the most
daring and challenging one ever laid before pilots in an organised competition. After the
met. briefing, the chairman of tbe Task Committee announced the task for the day would
be "A flight to El Mirage airport. .." and then he paused while most of us breathed a sigh
of relief at the prospect of a very interesting but not too -difficult 31G-km. flight. Then he
added, almost ~s an afterthought, " ... and return!"

The sigl1lficance of this 62G-km. task was brought home when it was pointed out that
it was 106 km. longer than the then existing world record for goal-and-retum. Many of us
howled in protest, but the sagacity of the Committee was well demonstrated when two
contestants, S~hreder and JeAsen, completed the task in times of 7 :29 and 8:Q2! Unhappi.ly
the finish line had been set up more than 1,000 metres from the release' point, so the new
record could not be claimed. But this should not diminish the honour due the Task
Committee for their coura~e and \Itisdom, or the two pilots for their skill in completing the
task.

HARNER SElVIDGE.
Altadena, Califomia.

Dear Sir,
Are there any practical objections against the use of lights to signal from a glider to

the ground? For instance, jf we want to signal during a winch launch "too slow", we
'fvaggle. the wi~gs !n the rolling plane. If the launch is too fast we signal by moving the tail
rOm SIde to SIde In the yawing plane .

. There are objections to these conventional methods of signalling which I would like
to pomt out.

(1) Excessive use of the stick, especially when signalling "too slow".
(2) Unnecessary use of the controls in both methods.
(3) Excessive wear and froictioll of the automatic release mechanism. The ring on

the launching' cable doe.s havll a grinding effect in ooth instances.
No doubt the carwentional m.ethods of signalling to the winch from the airborne
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glider are effective. They are certainly ·effective in the unnecessary wear and tear of the
glider as outlined above. To eliminate this ridiculous "tugging'· of the .glider's heart-strings,
which almost makes me cry, I suggest the following;-

A white (or red) light could be fitted in a conspicuous place, with an on/off switch.
Experiment would determine the best position for this light, and for the minimum lighting
power required.

During the launch, suppose the glider is flying too slowly. Simply signal "too slow"
by switching on the light. Once the winch driver observes the signal, and increases to the
speed required, signal by switching the light .off.

If the launch is too fast, signal to the winch driver by a series of switching on and off.
The light could easily be checked at each 0.1., and the battery replace<! \\oBen

required with a new one-the dry type. There would be very little to go wrong with such a
simple device. I can hear a quiet sigh from the glider!

R. B. SMITH.
DUll/fries & District Gliding Club.

GATE·CRASHERS
Dear Sir,

Further to my letter in the December issue of SAILPLANE AND GLIDING, I should
point out that a very severe check is given to pilots of unknown ability at my own club.
However, we have on occasions been wlOng, and a member who has done a perfectly
satisfactory solo check or checks has then frightened us by his lack of airmanship at a later
stage.

With regard to not disclosing the name of the pilot concerned in an accident; I do
not think clubs would be very reluctant to disclose them now, as the cost of accidents is
going up each year and this could be a very effectiove deterrent. Nobody would blame an
instructor for "T-21, failed to take Over in time-heavy landing, £5." Or ") hour solo
landed with slight drift, knocked skid off Tutor, £5." But when a pilot of Silver C experience
attempts a circuit too low off a cable break and spins in, his name should be blazoned forth,
"pour encourage,. les aulres" or words to that effect.

Alternatively, could not a separate circular be sent out giving names to C.F.L's
Qnly-a sort of Soaring N .. . oflhe W . ..?

M. C. USHERWOOD.
DQI/caste,..

THE B.G.A. ACCIDENTS ANALYStS OFFICER comments as follows:-Hitherto I have
always regarded accidents reports by Clubs as "CONFIDENTIAL", and consequently I hope
they feel that they can report in a way which publicity would render impossible. My aim
is not the elimination of individuals from gliding, but the elimination of accidents.

If your Correspondent feels that the ability of new arrivals requires more searching
examination than is possible by means of dual checks, what about a look at his log book?
A properly kept record of flying, in a logbook signed periodically by the appropriate C.F.l.,
should constitute a pilot's bill of health. Too many pilots fail to keep their log books
properly, and the people respon~ible for encouraging them to do so are the Instructors. A
pilot without a log book, or with an incomplete or badly kept record, ought to be suspect
at once. So the remedy seems to lie in Clubs' own hands.

As for publishing offending pilots' names! I have more than once received threats
and unpleasantries from individuals whose pride was pricked, and would certainly require
the B.G.A. to insure me if your Correspondent's suggestion were to be adopted. So far they
have not vdlunteered to pay the premium!

BIRDS SOAR IN WAVES
Dear Sir,

Further to I. H. Shattock's letter in the October issue describing rooks thermalling
for fun, readers may be interested in a note by lohn BarJee published in Ibis (Vol. 99,
p. 686) in which he describes gannets doing much the same thing in waves. This was
observed on several occasions at the gannetries of Little Skellig, Bass Rock and Ailsa Craig.
Besides birds slope-soaring to windward of the rock there would be a column of gliding
birds some 200 yards downwind of it, and often another a similat distance downwind of
that; on one occasion there was a third column still further downwind. Each column
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contained 200-300 birds, with a layer of herring gulls and sometimes fulmars at the top:
the tOP was wider tban the base. At the Bass Rock the column generally extende,d from
about 50-4.00 et. a.s.l., but at Little Skellig the birds could sometimes soar up to 1,000 ft.

The birds circled in the wave, almost always turning to the right (these would be
narrow blobs ()f wave, not the long thin things glider pilots are used to). Individu~1 birds
would soar from the base to the top of t:he column, then glide upwind to the rock, and
would ,then often return downwind 10 the bottom of the column and repeat the process over
and over again. Others would merel,y circle"near the top of the wave for long periods. Birds
coming in low over the sea from fishing would use the wave to gain enough height to glide in
to their nests on the rock, the'reby saving themselves as much as 2,000 ft.-lb. of work.

It is my ,impression that those kinds of birds which are capable of soaring get just as
much fun out of it as we do. All cliff-nesting species of sea birds that I have seen, even the
fast ones which usually flap their wings an the time, like auks and cormorants, will tack and
hover in front of a cliff face for long period's if the wind is strong enough.

C. J. PENNYCUICK.
Dept.o/Zoology, Uni\'. of Cambridge.

Soaring a Line Squall
by Peter Vaughan

Chil/erns R.A.F. Gliding Club

T-2l trailer available.
The wall of ragged cloud we encountered

was forming and decaying well below
normal cloud base and the whole squall
moved cross-wind at 10-15 knots.

Warren Storey
Sailplane and Glider

Servicing

*THROXTON AERODROME, ANDOVER

{
WEYHllL 588

Telephone: . ANDOVER 3857

EDITORlAL NOTE.-This line-squall
formed in polar air following a cold front
which had passed over about I p.m. the
previous day. The westerly airstream had ,a
horizontal temperature gradient: i.e., it
was about 10 colder for each 300 miles
westward over the Atlantic (ignoring
irregularities). In such a situation the usual
vertical wind gradient causes the colder air
to arrive sooner high up than down below,
creating the SOT! of instability which is apt
to give rise to line squalls.

O N Sunday, 6th August, cumulus clouds
were buildIng nicely by 10 a.m. and

soon flying commenced. After a spell of
winching I climbed into "Sweeney", our
T-21, with a pupil and we were launched.

A small thermal took us to 1,600 ft.,
where we could see a curtain of cloud and
rain approaching from the north-west. It
stretched as far as I could sce to the north
east and south-west.

The win~ being fresh, we turned for
Benson, arrived a( 1,200 ft. and picked up
another thermal, which took us to 1,800 ft.
By this time the squall was almost upon us,
and back over Benson we encountered
slight turbulence, then Slfong, smooth fift.

The vario stayed at 20+ Lp.s. whilst we
circled. up t.o 4,000 fl. just below cloud base,
then turned onto a south-west heading
parallel to the rain. To' our starboard was a
tagged wall of cloud, forming and decaying,
behind which was a translucent curtain of
rain. Flying at 60-70 knots we just kept
leveL I had -previously opened the spoilers
and dived to make sure we could escape if
need be!

After three miles or so we turned through
a gap in the low cloud and 'into the rain in
I? f.p.s. down. Once through the rain the
air became very smOOth and after a few
practice 360'5 we did a circuit and landed..
The flight lasted 45 minutes.

I am sure a good cr.oss-<;ountry could
have been flown, but at the time we had no
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122

The total Qf launches for civilian club
aircraft was 115,605 in 1960. Let us assume
the National Training Fleet is (1960)

51 two-seaters
51 secondary
20 "club operated" (secondary?)

An Analysis of the Logistics of Training
or, Why is, a B not a Silver C

by John M. Krtotts

I WOULD like to thr~w into the. discussion
on Instructor Trammg, AccIdent Rate

and costs and quality of instruction, a view
which I have not so far seen mentioned:
tltat there are enough Categorised Instruc.
tors but not enough launches.

Before reachimg for a vitriol.filled pen, I
would ask the reader to consider the
following analysis of B.G.A. statistics
published each April in SAILPLANE AND Also 54 club-operated high-perfonnance.
GUDING, Taking a direct ratio, training launches

I.-We want to produee soaring pilots were I15,605 x 122 80000 This is
who are ,competent to fly safely across 176' .
country and land away-who have gone probably less than actual as there is usually
through the over-confident stage of more pressure for training launches. Say,
expensive accidents between 5 fa 30 hOUTS 90,0()() training launches per annum. Thus
solo. there was apparently a shortage of 162,000

2.-Such a person will requir,e the -90,000=72,000 training IaWl.ches'. '90,000
following aV0rage number of launches based launches represents capacity to tl"ain
on existing performance:-50 launches to 902~=335pupils to 30 hrs. solo standard.
B eertificate (40 launches dual, IO launches
sol~see A.T.C. statistics); 30 hours solo 6.-Compare this with the graph of'
at 0.15 hrs. per launch (2oo launches, solo); certificates issued since 1953. This
dual instruction for away laRdings~say 20 illustrates the enermous wastage during
dual soaring, checking during the 5-30 hrs. training. The number of intake and 30 hrs ..
TOtal 270 launches (60 launches dual, 210 solo are pure guesstimates,. and factual
launches solo). information on tbis is obvious.iy useful, if it

3.-There are approximately 100 is available. It wQuld seem that. our
Categorised instructors. Assume that the instructors are at present gettiJlg about 150
professional and non-professional instruc- pupils per annum to the 30-hr. stage from
tors average 10 days' instructional flying an intake of about 34 times this numoor.
per annum, are launched 4-5 times per Each 30chr. pilot thus represents about 600
hour for 8. hrs. Then the average launches training launches of which he personally
per instructor per annum is 360. For lOO required about 2.70.
instructors this is 36;000 launches per It would appear that our 100 instructors
annum. If a pupil requires 60 launches dual, could just about ,cope if properly organised,
this ammlOts to, an instructor capacity of but their efforts, and their solo pupils, are
600 pupj/s for lOO instrllCtors. As a check frustrated by a lack of launches for solo
on this, a direct proportion of two-seater pilots under 30 hrs.
launches fOT civilian clubs in 1960 gives 7._What we apparently need is an
51 x 115,605 " increase in training launches from 90,000
-~ =33,500 launches per annum. to 162,000, Le. ?Z,OOO launches per annum
This ~ms a reasonable agreement. at least, if we are to match the apparent

training capacity of our 100 instructors.
4.-But a pupil requires 210 launches This represents an increase in civilian

solo. Hertce600pupils will reQuire2IOx~600 launches [ram 122,557 (1960) to about
= ],26,000 launches per allnllm. 200,000 launches per annum, Le. a 65 %

5.-The total number oft raining la·unches increase.
per annum to utilise the capacity of 100 ~ This does )'lot 'seem an impossible task if
instructors,is thus 36,000+ 126,000=162,000. one Dotes that the avera,ge club did only 36
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fCERTIFICAiTS ISSUED By B.G.A.:
A CLUE TO WASTAGE

IN TRAINING.

,950 '52 '54 '56 '58 "60 '62

launches IXJr flying day in 1960. A 65 %
increase wovld make this 60 launches per
day. (If Doneaster G.C. realLy did average
211 launches per flying day in 1·960, would
they please let the rest of us in on their
secret!)

To summarise:-
(a) 100 instructors at present probably

produce about 150 pilots (0 3O-hr.
solo standard.

(b) Without wastage, the same instructor
force ·could get about 300 pilots to
the same standard within the 90,000
training launches available.

(c) If 170,000 training launches were
available per annum, the same
instructors could get 600 pilots to the
s.ame standard, assuming no wastage.

. I would conclude that the lack oflaunches
IS Jhe main reason for disqmraging the
6n6 %of B certificates who do not complete
t e course. I would suggest that:

(a) Courses shou1d be fitted into the dub
training programme so that this
valuable training capacity is not
frittered away.

(b) If each instructor was responsible for
only one or two ab inilios at a time
plus about 5 under 30 hrs. solo,
there could be mope personal interest
and consistent instruction without
much record-keeping. Instructor and
ab initio would arrange to v.isit t-he
site at their mutual conve.nience and
the instructor would not sit in the
two-se.at'er all day witb a succession
of pupils it is difficub for him to
know well. It would be easier for the
c.F.l. to control the waiting list .and
training programme.

This may' Seem a chronic waste of
instructor capacity, but it should be
considered in conjunction with launching
capacity.

In connection with this last point, is this
in fact an application for self-launching
sailplanes so that a high launch rate could
be achieved for pilots betwC$:n B certificate
and 30 hrs., where any re.duction in soarinll:
performance would not be critiCal?

I do not suggest that the· figures deduced
in this analysis are any mo~e than the right
order· of accuracy. Assumptions have been
made which are perhaps excessively in
accurate. It would be of interest to knoW
what the average number of instructional
launches ~r instru<;tor per annum were for
professional and non-professionals and how
many of each and where they are, but I am
.sure that the general c9nclusion is correct,
that the balanced use of launching capacity
is the key to reduced frustration and the
chronic wastage during training.

It is obviously very desirable to train
more instructors, but their efforts will be
largely wasted unless sufficient launches are
produced and allocated for solo training.

I hope this analysis will promote those
with experience of running waiting lists and
training programmes to go into print and
distribute the benefit of their experience.

HEIGHT IN N. RHODESIA

DURING December Mr. BrieFly, of Kitwe
Gliding Club in Northern Rhodesia,

made a climb to 35,000 feet. No further
particulars are available yet, but a photo
graph on page 51 shows that aSisu sailplane
recently arrived at the Club.
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PUBLICATIONS FOR SALE (Cont.)

FOR SALE SG. 38. Fully C. of A. and
Insurance with specialIy built open trailer.
Flown recently. Any offer. Box 106.

THE MiDLAND GLIDING CLUB haS
an Olympia 2 for sale, complete with one
year's C. of A. 'Extensive fabric recovering
and new canopy fined at 10 year C. ef A.
Standard instrument panel. Offered in a
newly painted condition at £600. Write to
J. H. Hickling, 9 Juliet Road, Quinton,
13irmingham, 32.

K7 RHONADLER in good condition with
current C.of A. partly instrumented, £700.
Royal Danish Aero Club, OSTERBRO
GADE. 40, Copenhagen.

PARACHUTES. Seat or back type, com
plc;te with pack, harness and quick release
mechanism. £10 plus 5/· carr. Ex. R;..A.F.
surplus, sent,on approval against remittance.
THOS. FOULKES (SO), Lansdowne Road,
London, E.ll. Tel: L~Xtonstone5084.

SHARE in SLINGSBY SKY based
Lasham. One-third for £250. Complete
with trailer and instruments. Excellent
condition. Current C. of A. Watson,
29 Stanhope Gardens, S.W.7.

FOR SALE. Light weight (320 lb.) trailer
for 15 m. sailplane. Unused. "f.o.b." Paris
£175. Also 1955 ford Faidane (automatic
transmission) also £175 in Paris. Touy
Goodhart, Inkpen, Newbury.

MOTOR TUTOR for sale fun permit
£500. An excellent machine. Jones, 126
Overstone Road, Sywell, Northampton.
NEW Ink Winters Barograph. 6,000 metres.
£30. Pozerskis, 24, E"eter Street, Kettering.
Telephone: Daytime, 5552. Evenings, 2995,

NYLON PARACHUTES recently released
by A. M. Backor Seat type. Superbcondition,
£8. carr. paid.
MOBJLE SALES CO., 101/103 Brixton Hill,
London, S.W.2. (TULse Hill 0121).

CLUB B.ADGES. CAR badges and SELF.
ADHESIVE stickers. CLOTH badges for
flying suits or blazers. Send for Price list
to P. and R. Publicity (Dept. 13), The
Broadway, Pitsea, Basildon, Essex. VANge
2123.

FOR SALE

SITUATIONS VACANT
MANAGER for London Gliding Club
required. Experience of running profit
making enterprise with similar problems
is essential. Apply with full details please,
including present salary to Box 108.

"MODEL AIRCRAFT"-Official Journal
of the Society of Model Aeronautical
Engineers. Features contest winning model
designs, constructional articles. photo
graphs and reports of international and
national COnles.ls. 1/6 monthly from any
newsagent. Send for specimen copy free
ftom "Model Aircraft", 19·20 Noel Street,
London, W.!.

KRANICH two-seater and trailer £600. EAGLE with trailer, irrstruments, para
Compte'te starboard Olympia wing. Offers? chutes. Three years one private syndicate.
Reekie, 8 English Road, Norwich. NOR Professionally maintained throughout,
410. excellent condition. BARGAIN PRICE
AUSTER TUGMASTER, onW' 100 hours £1,450 o.n.o. G. W~ MACKWORTH
since new. Perfect condition. Box No. 104. YOUNG, Rookery Farm,Westcott,Surrey
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POT yourself in ,he Picture. Buy AIR
PIctORIAL each month for the world air
view in pictures and features. Reports and
photos of aircraft of historic interest also
modern li,ght aircraft and sailplanes, milit
ary aviation news, spotters' notebook, etc.
Price 1/6d. from your newsagent. For free
specimen copy send 6d. in stamps to Dept.
S.G., Magazines and Publ,ications Ltd., 2
Breams Buildings" London, E.CA.
SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sailpJane is a fascinating pastime and
;) typical phase of aero/tlodelling. Read
about this and other aeromodelling subj~ts

in 4I!ROMODEUoI!R, the world's leading model
magazine, published monthly, Price 2/
WOOEL 41!Il.ON4UnCAL PRESS LTD., 31
CtarendQn Road. Watford,. Herts.
"AUSTRALIAN GLIDING" - Ill()nthly
journal of the Gliding Feder;ttion of
Australia. Editor, Peter KilImier, Subscrip
tion 30 shillings Australian, 24 shillings,
Sterling or 3.50 dollars U.s. and Canada.
Write for free sample copy. "Auslralian
Gliding", Box 1650M, G.P.O., Adelaide.

"SOARING"-official orgao of the Soar
ing Society of America. Edited by Lloyd M.
Licher. Obtainable from Soaring Society of
America, Inc. Box 66071, Los Angeles 66,
California. Subscription $4.00 in North
America and S5.00 lelsewhere, apply tOYOUI
Post Office for a form.



PERSONAL

FLYING COVER INCLUDED WITH
OUT ANY EXTRA PREMIUMS, for Life
Endowment Assurances, House Purchase
and Retirement Provision, for members of
Flying Clubs and Civil Airlines. Competitive
terms for R.A.F. Personnel, Instructors, Test
Pilots. City Assurance Consultants Limited,
46 Cannon Street, London, E.C.4. CITy
2651/2/3.
AUSTRALIAN gliding ipstructors would
like positions with U.K. or European gljd
ing clubs as instructors for summer months
1962. Total hours all in excess of 175.
Further particulars from Box 107.

WANTED

ALTIMETER, A.S.I., Turn & Slip, Vario
meter and Barograph. Dyer, 54 Ricardo
Street, Stoke-on-Trent.
HIGH PERFORMANCE Glider wanied.
Must be as new and fully instrumented, in
exchange for fully furnished, 3 Bedroomed
Seaside Chalet on Pembrokeshire Coast.
Reply Grahame Barrett, Hill ,Cottage,
Haverfordwest.
OLYM PIA 28 Wanted. Agenot material ifin
good condition, but not more than 11 years
old. Preferably with trailer. Details and
price to Box No. 99.
SKYLARK 38 in goot;! condition, prefer
ably with trailer, also Bendix J8 horizon.
Box 105.
WANTED: A Barograph, Don Snodgrass,
2 Theodore Cottages, Upperton, Nr.
Petworth.

THE

British Aviation
Insurance

COMPANY I.IMITED

•
rh., Dld••, GIld

lo,getl Dffic. speciolizing in

ci.iI A.ioti."

HEAD OFFICE

3-4 LIME STREET.
LONDON. E.C.3

T.lephon.: Mansion Hou.. ~44 (6 lin••)

SKY or SWALLOW sailplane urgently
required, would consider other types.
Jones, 126 Overstone Road, Sywell,
Northampton.
WANTED: Kirby Cadet-Tutor., State
Condition, Price. Beal Bros., Charlton
Mires, Alnwick, Northumberland.
WANTED: Olympia, state coilwtion and
price. Adams, Astbury, Congleton,
Cheshire.

After the offiCial proof
loading of the Sisl/'s
cantilever wings, mem
bers ofthe Kitwe Gliding
CII/b, Northern Rho
desia, test it again.
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A.L.S.

lit workshop is now a hive of industry with
the C.'s of A. well in hand.

We apologise for stating in the last report
that the Scud IH was being renovated by a
group of seven optimists. It should have
read eight super-optimists.

A fT£R an absence for over a year we are giad to have news this issue from the Dublin
Gliding Club and to hear that the gliding movement in Eire has expanded by the dormant

Cork Gliding Club commencing operation at Ballicnollig Airfield and the formation of a
new club in CJonmel, Co. Tipperary.

With the soaring season almost with us we next think of the Nationals and it is
necessary to mention the press date for the June issue now, because .the date for Club News
copy is just after the April issue is published. Press secretaries please note that copy for
the April Issue is required by 1st post Wednesday, 14th February, and that for the June
issue not later than first post, 4th April. So please have your copy ready typed double
spaced on foolscap, and sent to Mrs. Bonham, 14 Little Brownings, Dulwich, S.E.23.

YVONNE BoNHAM,
Club and Association News Editor.

BRISTOL
1961 has turned out to be a record year

for the Club with almost 2,000 hours
flown from 9,OOO-odd launches. This total
included over 1,000 aerotows which is way
above the target figure set when we first had
the Tiger.

This is panly due to the C.F.I.'s policy BLACKMORE VALE
of encouraging early aerotow training and THE firs.t annual dinner was a very big
in some cases soloing pupils on aerotoW. milestone in the club's progress and it

Little of the f1ying.at the end of the year proved a great success. We were very
was of any note but in November Jane pleased that Mrs. Ann Welch was able to be
Warter did five hours on the ridge in the present and the support of over 100 people
Prefect, the first woman member to have makes us realise that our club is striding
achieved this. ahead.

Several more pupils have gone solo, The Social side is being well looked after
including the Chairman's son. Martin at present, with a skittles evening in
COrrick, who also did his C flight very December, and a dance organised in
shortly afterwards. Other C flights were January.
made by Lavinia Pitman, June Stanier and A new Swallow has been ordered and
Barbara Webster. should be with us before the next soaring

After two years of negotiations, mains season.
electricity has at last reached us and we no Recently we have made a couple of
longer have to rely on the vicissitudes of the expeditions with the Tutor. trying out.
paraffin engine which has done valiant promising sites and sampling the lift
service for the last six years. The brilliantly- available when the wind blows on the
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G.S.N.

G.B.W.

CAMBRIDGE
UR club is particularly vulnerable to
poor weather in the late autumn and

during the winter months when marginal
visibility or a soggy surfaee on the aero
drome may put a stop to all gliding.

In October and November about 80
flying hOUfS were logged, and Lionel
Alexander soared the Olympia for almost
2 hours over Cambridge as late as on the
29th October.

At the beginning of December, however,
there was no more escape from frustration,
except for an enterprising group of pilots
who took the Skylark 2 to the Long Mynd,
mainly on the initiative of John Brenner.

In November the Club held its Annual
Dinner which proved a great success.
Among the guests and visitors were
members of at lea~t ten other gliding clubs.
Two of the trophies presented at the Dinner
deserve special mention.

The Brunt Trophy, offered for the
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Dorset hills.
Although these trips have met with only

limited success, they have- shown promise
and been great fun, all the members
involved being keen to go again as soon as
the weather is suitable.

The Club Caravan has been taken over by
the gliding wives, who supply cups of tea
and cooked meals on Sundays.

At the Blackmore Vale annual dinner. L to R.: Tudor Pugll, Geoffrey Warwick, Ray Crowe
Ann Welch, John Garrood, Derek Jesby.

(Photo E. P. and M. A. Baker.)

greatest cliJtlb of the year achieved by a
member of a university gliding club, had
got into the hands of the Imperial College
G.c. by utter misfortune, but was retrieved
by John Brenner with a climb of almost
10,000 ft.

The Slazengers' Trophy for the fastest
flight round a set course in a Club-operated
aircraft was awarded for the first time, and
the winner was Paul Bethell-Fox who
steamed round the 71-mile triangle at
31.3 m.p.h. in the Skylark 2.

One of the guests at the Annual Dinner
mistook the hall of Emmanuel College for
our clubhouse, maybe in jest. The truth is,
we have no' clubhouse, and the workshop at
Marshall's is our main social centre.

Here reigns Ted Warner, our Resident
Instructor and Ground J;ngineer. Ted uses
the winter months to carry out the certificate
of airworthiness inspections on our
relatively small fleet, comprising a T-21, a
Swallow, an Eagle, an Olympia and a
Skylark 2. Negotiations are in progress to
make a privately owned Sky available for
Club use.

Professor J. W. S. Pringle who has moved
to Oxford will remain President of the Club,
but his office as Chairman of the Committee
has been taken over by Wing Commander
J. E. P. Thompson, who has served on the
Executive Committee of the C.V. Gliding
Trust since 1958.



DONCASTER
As the year closes, we can look back with

a certain satisfaction on our first full
year at operating. We are looking so~
thing like a gliding club what wi th a hangar,
two workshops and a clubhouse with push-

For dei.ils writ. to:
COURSE SECRETARY,

164 GRAIGTON ROAD, ABERDEEN

Aberdeen Gliding Club
AURDEEN AIRPORT, Dye!!

Griding Holid"ys "Y"i1"ble to non members
July, August and September

Excellent Ab-initio Tr"ining Site

Guest House accommodation next to Airporl.

for best progress in the year, went to Bill
Hall, who went from first solo to passenger
carrier during the year. Mike Hunt took
the prizes for the longest cross-country and
the most outstanding flight, both being
awarded for his trip from Lasham to near
Perranporth during the nationals.

Doe Gregg was the first winner of the
Boomerang trophy, which he had presented
for out-and-return flights. He was also
declared the current holder of the Ludgate
Turner Tankard for the most recent flight
between our site and that of the Swindon
Club (or vice versa). C.D.-J.

DEVON & SOMERSET
(Dunkeswell)
S ATURPAY, 2nd December, proved to be

quite a good soaring day, with two
half-hour flights being made. One to
1,500 fl. and the other to 2,000 ft. in really
strong lift!

We now have 88 members who can fly
solo and after -careful consideration it has
been decided to limit membership.

A Kite 1 has recently arrived at the Club
to join an Olympia and Skylark 3 which are
syndicate owned. Plus the Club's T-21, T·31,
Swallow and two Tutors, this makes eight
gliders now flying from Dunkeswell.

All being well, with the assistance of a
full time instructor we hope to run many
more courses during 1962 and if we can
make the necessary arrangements we would
like to run a Regional Competition at
DunkesweIl later in 1962. P.B.B.

J.E.K.

COVENTRY
SINCE the last bulletin the following

members have gone solo: Messrs.
Bateman, Frogatt, Hornby, Pickles, Sower
and Blagden. Despite the temporary
reduction of the club fleet due to the absence
of one of the T-21s for her ·'10 year" C. of
A., training is continuing steadily.

The most important item of news in
recent months is the announcement of the
club's purchase of a Skylark 3.

We hope that this move will lead memo
bers to longer and better croSS'-countries,
apart from any question of competition
flying and great rivalry is expected [or the
honour of doing the first Gold distance in
this outstanding aircraft.

The club held its annual dinner and dance
on Friday, 8th December. This function
was a great success, thanks to the kindness
of the Coventry Aeroplane Club and the
hard work of Elsie and Bill May.

Speeches were made by the Chairman,
Mike Hunt and John Large, our secretary,
who greeted the guests, for whom Mr.
Parkes of the Aeroplane Club replied.
Following the speeches, Mrs. Gregg
presented the trophies.

The Coventry Evening Telegraph Trophy,
-54,-

CORNISH
THE Autumn has provided a fair amount

of ridge soaring and quite good
thermals. Peter Lanyon flew his five hour
leg in November on the cliffs and in
thermals.

Our Annual Dinner and Dance, in
November was very well attended. Our
Chairman, Bemard Warmington welcomed
the guest of honour, Mr. Charles Milner
Haigh and other guests.

Deputy c.F.I., Pip PhiIIips had the
support of the entire Club in thanking our
C.F.I., George Collins for the great work
he has done for us during the last five years
and in hoping that he would continue as
C.F.I. for many years to come.

Congratulations go to Jane Pollard, who
won the Flying Proficiency Cup. She flew
her accurate and safe circuits in rough and
wintery weather which made her per
formance the more creditable.

The Swallow pilots' list is now mounting
fast. Peter Lanyon, Pat Pearson, "Titus"
Bate, Ted Mann, and Bob Langhorne's
names having been added during the last
few months.



A.W.

Laurie Frakes, trying for his Silver C
distance also flew from Radlett to Little
Snoring, only to find on arrival that his
barograph was no.! switched on.

The popularity of Little Snoring is due to
the large number of aerodromes suitable for
forced landings placed on the route by a
benevolent government, hence the ex
pression "the chicken run" by those who
have completed it.

The T-31 has also been indulging in
thermal soaring, achieving two flights of an
hour and a maximum height of 4,800 ft.

On 27th May we were visited by Stewart
Johnson from Cambridge, in his Eagle who
then very sportingly gave flights to some of
our members in this machine.

The Skylark trailer chassis has been
converted to independent suspension by
fitting commercially produced "Flexitor"
spring units utilising rubber in shear.

This has resulted in the towing per
formance improving from a state of negat ive
stability at any speed one cared to think of
to it now being stable at all speeds tried to
date. This makes retrieving less interesting,
but somewhat safer.

pull toilets and telly.
Our target of 5,500 launches in the year

has not quite been attained but at least we
have topped 5,000. As we have only three
club aircraft and three privately owned, we
do not think we have done too badly.

The second diesel winch (ex Pudsey
Corporl\tion single decker bus, once ridden
in by Sir Leonard Hutton) is away for final
modifications. When it returns it should
really be something; two drum, self
propelled and able to tow the original winch
which is to be made two drum as well.

This should give us a four cable "Launch
ing System". We are, I believe, the only
gliding club in the country where the M.T.
Committee meet in the winch. M.C.U.

ESSEX
I T is some six months since we took

delivery of the T-21 and became fully
operational at the end of June. During that
time we have successfully begun to establish
ourselves as a gliding club fulfilling the
needs of those enthusiasts throughout
Essex and around London.

The total of first solos has reached 16,
with an ever increasing number expected in
the very near future. Praise is due to our
mcmbers for their undiminished enthusiasm KENT
in the face of a bad bout of cable breaks, a W'E have been very fortunate in the
problem that we believe is now behind us. weather since the start of flying at
If our present rate of progress is maintained West Mal.ling in July, having been able to
their should be a fair crop of C's to report operate nearly every Saturday and Sunday.
in the Spring. It is encouraging to report However, winter seems to have arrived in
that during these first few months our earnest, and as the members become
avcrage launch "rate reached 43.5 per day, muffled in all their thickest flying suits, so it
our initial target being 40 per day. grows more difficult to recognise individuals

The Club's first Christmas Party ex- at a distance. The strangest garment yet to
ceeded expectations, thanks (foodwise) to be seen is a long sheepskin coat of great
the wives, and we all look forward to antiquity.
meeting more members at OUI next social David Woods has gone solo recently in
evening. M.G.R. the T-31, while Gavin Dix, Don Connolly

ANDLEY PAGE
and Bill Gartland have all converted to the
Prefect, and Charlie Dance and Ken

FLYING at Radlett has progressed Brissenden to the Olympia.
relatively smoothly throughout the Towards the end of October sailplanes

summer and although our total number of from the Kent club soared again on the
launches for the year is likely to be down on ridge near Detling, after an interval of two
1960, we seem to ,have more to show for and a half years.
them in the way of noteworthy flights. On the 22nd Denis Crabb in the Syndicate

These include Silver C heights of 4,700 ft. Skylark was aerotowed the five miles back
and 4,850 Ct. by Tony Newton and Laurie from West MaIling to the ridge and spent
Frakes flying the Skylark. Geoff Wass has an hour soaring there in very rough
flown two cross countries, Radlct-Little conditions and the following Saturday
Snoring, a distance of 95 miles on 1st July Peter O'Donald in the Olympia also soared
and Dunstable-Scampton-Grimsby, a there for some time, before landing at
dIstance of 124 miles on 9th September. Boxley. P.B.
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Aerolite glues
used exclusively by Britain's leading glider manufacturers

CIBA (A.R.L) products include:
•
AEROLlTE

·AERODUX
•
ARALDITE.

R~DUX

•
AERQWEB

the only glue used by the R.A.F. for wooden structures.

re,sorcinol glues to withstand conditions of extreme exposure.

epoxy resins and adhesives for bonding metals, providing protective
coatings and for the prODuction of glass-cloth laminates.

metal-ta-metal bonding for aircraft structures and for bonding vehicle
brake linings.

metal honeYComb for ultra-lightweight structures.

CIBA (4.R.L..) LtMI'rED, DUXFORD, CAMBRIDGE. Telephone' Saw..ton 2121
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A.S.H.F.

span cutting a swathe through the as
sembled pressmen and T.V. cameras.

J.N.C.

LONDON
THE weather has been uninspiring.

Flying, apart from circuits, has been
restricted at week-ends to two soarable days
when it was just possible to creep back and
forth through the nlurk along a short beaL

An extremely glamorous T-2111, re
splendent in red and cream colour scheme
has now joined the fleet. This machine wa~
bought third hand or so and was revived in
the club workshop. We now have four
two-seaters in the club.

The scheme for ab-initio training in
batches with which this club has been
experimenting has now been modified.
Forty !TIembers will now comprise the batch
and WIll have priority over others wishing
to receive training at week-ends.

. Ronald Watson has installed a mag
mfice~t ~oke·fired stove in the Ottley Hut,
a bwldmg reserved for those private
owners who wish to build Skylark 3's and
trailers, and carry out C. of A's. Loafing
types now enjoy tills luxury of roasting
heat whilst tendering advice to those who
work.

LAKES
T HE Fourth Annual Dinner Dance was

held on Thursday, 23rd November, at
the Royal Station Hotel, Camforth.

The Leighton Hall Cup was presented by
Dr. Edgecombe, who was the guest of
honour, to Reg. Wolff for his successful
wave flight. He contacted the wave after
a winch launch of 1,000 ft. His flight took
him up to 5,600 ft. where he remained until
dusk forced him down after 2 hrs. 25 mins.

This is only the second time that wave
has been contacted from a winch launch at
Tebay, although a visiting aircraft has
remained over our site in wave at 9,000 Ft.
before terminating a cross-eountry flight to
our Club.

Over the years sjnce the formation of
The Lakes Gliding Club, some excellent
work has been achieved by Ron Reid as the
Club's C.F.I., and Mathew Hall as its
Chairman. Now that each of these en
thusiasts for the Club's welfare have
vaca-ted their posts, the members offer their
appreciation for their past efforts.

John Young now becomes the Club's
new C.F.I. John is a poplIlar and energetic
Instructor, and under his direction we look
forward to advancing our training.

It should not be forgotten, however, that
Ron Reid brought numerous solo pilots to
their present stage from scratch, as he and MID
Mathew Hall were the only people with any LAND
ghdlOg knowledge when the Club was DURING the last two months we have
formed. welco~ back to the Mynd, David

A hearty welcome is also extended to Lowe and hIS Skylark 3 fram Lasham Mike
Emie Dodd who is now our Chairman. Randle from SingapoJle and Glyn Davies.

D.H.M. On the other hand, however, we are sorry to

LASHAM
lose Norman Spencer, who has gone to
work in Mexico.

LAUNCH total for 1961 to mid December Winter time is party time and on the 11th
IS 25,000, our best year by some 1,000 November we held the usual Trogs' Party

laUnches. Figures for flying time cross- at which we were pleased to see members of
COuntry miles, etc., are also expected to several other Clubs.
show record totals when the thankless task The Auster Tugmaster has been operating
of compiling has been completed. from Condover, a nearby disused airfield

Main interest on the flying field during and much useful traJning at both ends of
re~ent months has been various prototypes the rope has been accomplished. The tug
flymg. The T-49 appeared early in Novem- has already broadened the Club's outlook
be~ and its purposeful appearance and fine and should prove to be of great benefit in
finish have made a good impression. First the future.
repons of its handling have also been "Are you interested in fonning a syn-
definitely favourable. dicate?" seems to be a common question

New versions of the Olympia 460 have lately and it will be int~resting to see how
also appeared and comparative runs made. much of the talk comes to fruition.
On calm days the enterprising Southampton The Club will hold the usual Easter Rally
man-powered aeroplane skims the grass, which it is planned to nm as a B.G.A:
pedalled by a perspiring Derek, its 80 foot qualifying competition.
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With the lifting (we hope) of the cloud
flying restriction, the prospects for the
coming season look bright and we look
forward to improving on J961 when we set
new Club records wjth flying totals of over
11,000 launches and over 3,000 hours.

K.R.M.

NORFOLK & NORWICH
A LTHOUGH we have had our fait share of

bad weather this last month, we have
not been altogether too disappointod
having had one first solo flight by Mr.
G. W. Harrington from Wisbech in the
Kranich.

We are still having good attendances at
our weekly talks on Thursday nights at the
Air Centre, Se Giles, Norwich.

The most outstanding talk was by Alf
Wanninger on his flight from Swanton
Motley to Troyes, France, some 250 miles
(my wOid, what an excitement it must be to
cross the' channel).

Other talks were by Mr. J. Hemstead, and
Mr. W. Reekie on Meteorology.

At our Annual Dinner and Dance held
on the 24th November at the Grosvenor
Ballroom, Norwich, the Norfolk Trophy
was this year awarded to ran Strachen of
the Fenland Gliding Club for his flight of

183 miles from Marham to Yeovil1on. and
was presented' to him by our Presfdent,
Mr. A. Rice.

D.G.T.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
T HINGS are definitely moving in the right

direction now. Our new chairman,
Gordon Grant, is proving himself to be a
lively, capable organiser. A seven-year
lease of Podington's fine runways is "in the
bag". Eddie Clarke is making us very
comfortable, in our re-organised. clubhouse.

Reg Spokes and his M.T. section have
performed wonders with our winches.
Genial Ken Pearson, our C.FJ., is keeping
us all moving along the right flying channels.

Since our last report, B certificates have
been gained by Les Higgins, Derek Wilcox
and Les Johnson. Frank RoweIl gained
Silver C duration whilst enjoying Sutton
Bank hospitality.

F.R.
SCOTTISH
B,y the time yo~ read this o~r Christmas

Party.cum-Dmrter Dance III the Green
Hotel, Kinross will have taken place and
the festive season celebrated in the usual
S.G.U. manner.

.~
[un S,rac!uln receives the Norfolk Trophy from the No~rolk and Norwich president, Mr. A.

Rice, for his flight 0/183 miles from Murham 10 Yeol'iltoll.
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D.B.W.

7 d"., c. of A. So,.jce

SPEEDWELL Lightweight Trailers
....rrthffttI to k_.. ,_ .1'....,.

For all your repairs and oyerhauls ill 111.
North Wed

'CONSULf,

Smith & Seviour
Spoeedwell Works, Sosde" Hall Farm,

Hazel Gro,ve, Cheshire

tor who lives within reach of Swansea
would be welcomed with open a'fms.

Our annual dance held in October was a
great success and we were particularly
pleased to welcome the C.F.I. and ten
members from Haverfordwest.

Since our last report five members have
been checked out and sent solo by our
chairman, Freddie Abraham, in the
ballasted T-21. They are:-John HoweUs,
"Wilfie" Miles, Brian Gorvett, Jack
Richardson and our first lady member,
JuIie Waters.

The annual award of cups and trophies
shows some considerable activity by the
chairman A. J. Thorburn during the year.
He collects the Club Championship and
Best Height Awards (i.e. the Maclay Trophy
and Robert Parker Trophy respectively), the
Best Distance Award being retailled by T. P.
Docherty (The Alan Boyle Trophy).

Since our last report little of note has
occurred and the final exercise of the period
-The Ain:raft Movemellt Census-was a
fitting finale. During this census not one of
our aircraft was airborne due to the had
weather.

A recent announcement by the Directors
that one of tlie Club Olympias would be
sold early in 1962 has caused considerable
stir in the advanced pilots group and embryo
syndicates are now furiously bidding for the
Olympia-a most healthy sign.

On behalf of the S.G.U. Members, I
should like to offer Best Wishes in 1962.

WAS.

SOUTH WALES
SfNCE our last report, the weather has

stopped flymg on opl,y two Sundays
when the mountain has been shrouded with
rain and low cloud.

On other days it has been largely circuits,
except for the 8th October when Alan
Newton explored the ridge to Pontypridd in
the T-31. The first four trips averaged
thirty minutes, height being Iimite<! to
1,400 ft. by cloud base.

All are eagerly awaiting the a.rrival of the
G.B.-2s and we have started constructing
a building which should ma~e life less
spartan.

SERVICE NEWS

BANNEIDOWN
(I.A.F. Corerne)

D.E.F. n-- URING the p;riod, personal achieve-

SWANSEA
ments were ,ewer than usual, but on

29th October Steve W.-F. angled 'for 40

N EGOTIATIONS for permission to fly from mins. and 51 mins. in the Olympia, return
our chosen hill-site are proving rather ing with graphic description of the Gold

Ic:ngthy and the commoners have not yet fish that got away and making muttered
given their consent. We hope, however, reference to battery trouble. 25th Novem
that in the New Year we will be soaring in ber was a good day for Kathy Fielding, who
conjunction with the West Wales Club from is a slim 8 'stones. On the word from Bill
this ridge. Longley she had much advice and many

At the moment, one of our headaches is offers of help in donning, a parachute pni.
our shortage of instructors as oQr C.F.I. paratory to her first flight in the Eon. Baby,
1'as heavy commitments and our other seated on a thick sponge cushion, backed by
IOstructor's business wiII take him out of three blankets and carrying a pocketful of:
town for the greater part of the time in the spanners.
New Year. Howevyr, it is a great pleasure to report

. Our thanks must go. t.o "Taff" Davies for that actiVIty on the deck has increased, with
has untiring efforts during the past four majors and minors carried out by·our proud
months in making it possible for us to fly new J/T Paddy Stephenson and his helpers,
regUlarly. Any B.G.A. categorised instruc- while Vince Griffith, Bob CockeriJI, Brian
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AND

TYPES OF
BRITISH

AMERICAN AND
CONTINENTAL

TENTS

MARQUEES
IN STOCK

Stoves, Camping Equipment.

FAWN. BROWN or GREEN (not camouflaged]
With All ACCESSORIES, packed in waterproof valise in order to save
space. Easily stored on roof ,lick.
14ft. JIt 14ft.. Ridge Tent, 7ft. high, '2,ft. 6in. walls, ",ade from finest quality
1202. ,ot and ,waterproof canvas to with~and .11 year round w••th.,.
(.Ondition"l.

ONLY £14.1:0. F1.YSHEET £7.10.0.
BRAND. NEW £25.0.0. F1.YSH1:ET £10.tO.0.

CARRIAGE, IN U.K. TENTS £1 - FlYSHEETS 7/6

LARGE SELE'CTION of Sleeping Bags, Portable
Write for catalogue

AS NEW
SUPERB
CONDITION

NYLON PARACHUTES recently releaseO by AIR MINISTRY
Back or Seat type. Superb condition. £8 cor•.••id U.K.

OVER

30

!~~~~~L~~.~~Ns~.~ANT~~~~T~I~~1~~4~!; SOI0 GI~::~~~:e.
Campbell, George Millington and Percy believe that we are developing safe soaring
Hoyle have slaved away at the M.T. Now pilots and this must surely be the aim of
with the addition of a Ford VS our tow- every club.
cars are in triplicate and the Rover with For the record, here are our "statistics":
healthy exhaust is operating on cable One Gold distance; four members corn
retrieve. At a recent Instructors' meeting, pleted their Silver Cs; five Silver "legs"
opportunity was taken to review operations were flown; twenty pupils soloed and five
generally and a new duty roster will ensure converted their B's to Cs. Four members
an early start for flying. It was also decided are now categorised G.S.A. "B" instructors.
that each student should carry his logbook Finally for the "Book" the record of
at all times to be presented before flight, so which we are most proud: no member of
t.hat progress can be noted. This will be a the Clevelands G.c. was involved in an
great help to students, ensuring good accident either in the air or on the ground
continuity in their instruction. in 1961.

Our Committee has been reshuffled and We recently had a visit from the New-
new office-holders are:- castle G.c., our neighbours at Carlton.

President: Air Vice Marshal P. They brought with them a privately owned
Wykeham Bergfalke, a two seat German glider which

Treasurer: Sqdn. Ldr. Mac A. Bacon aroused great interest.
Asst. Technical Our aircraft are in pristine condition.

Member: J/T J. W. N. Stephenson. The T-21 has been partially re-covered and
A.N.O.N. resprayed, and also the T-31 and Tutor have

CLEVELANDS been given the full ·'treatment". The Tutor
now sports a checkered tailplane. We have

(R.A.F. Leeming) to thank Sgt. Kaye and Cpl, Ogden for

W E at Leeming look back on 1961 with their artistic and practical skill.
satisfaction. It has proved to be a We are now operating two winches and

year of steady progress. Only just over 700 the Chipmunk (when available) and also
cross country miles were recorded-but we a field service type telephone system con-
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necting the winch with the launching point.
To all our gliding friends we wish all that.

we wish to ourselves-A Very Happy 1962.
R.F.P.

EAST YORKSHIRE
T HE end of September marks the end of

soaring a1 this site, so it is into winter
storage for the Olympia and T-21. Full
attention c<j.n now be given to student
training ,md aero-tow upgrading, to
prepare for a greatly expanded flying pro
!ITllmme in the new year. The Tutor has had
~ very complete major and will soon be
earning its keep again. Winter non-flying
weather has its compensations in that it
brings tog~ther in clos<;r contact the hard
core of gliding people who make the club
run. The year, in retrospect can be regarded
with some satisfaction. For a relative new
comer to the ranks, the East Yorkshire club
has done well. Winter soaring will be
continued through participation in the
Wave Project, with an assist from the
\o\"eather. See you there. W.F.O.

FULMAR
(I.N.A.S. Lossiell1outh)
THIS is the first time that we have burst

into print, and on this auspicious
occasion it is fitting that we should have
something of interest to report. For the
majority that have never heard of us our
club site is MilllOwn Airfield on the Moray
Firth, near Elgin; which is surely the
northernmost site in the U.K.

On Sunday, the 1st of October, we were
blessed with the presence of lee waves
produced by a South Easterly wind over the
Banffshire Hills, and by eleven o'clock Nick
Humphreys in the Skylark 2 had reached
seven thousand feet off an acro-tow by
John Williams in the Tiger. The pot was
then kept boiling by John Harris in the
Prefect and Dave Innes, who recorded a
stately 5,000 in the faithful T-3l.

At 16.15 John Williams received his con
solation for tug duty and was towed to
3,000 to invistigate a suspicious but rather
dUbious cloud system which stretched away
from the field out over the Firth towards
Tarbat Ness. He found steady wave lift at
this cloud, which occasionally revealed its
character by hardening of the upwind edge.
This took him 10 8,000 ft. and for the next
hour he explored this and twe more waves
to the west, whjch took him almost as far as
lochindorb and the onetimc fortress home

of the "Wolf of Badenoch".
John Harris, meanwhile, was enjoying

three hours in the Prefect at 8,000 ft. over
Rothes, and landed back at Milltown at
roughly the same tjme as John Williams and
the Skylark descended upon a startled trio
of blackberry pickers at Allanfeam. three
miles East of Inverness-there iSa paucity
of fields West of the city where the monster
rears its humps.

We anticipate more success with Moray
shire w,wes in the coming season and look
forward to being able to report our first
Gold C height, for it -cannot elude us for
long.

J.P.W.

HOME COUNTIES
(Hornchul'ch)
W E are sorry to say that Sam, "Teek·

oop-slark", Churchm2.n has now
been posted to Germany. He was a founder
member and a very hard worker.

The Christmas party was well attended
and we were pleased to meet many of our
neighbouring Essex club members for t!'e
first time.

Looking back over the past year we see
signs of steady progress and as we share the
airfield with the A.T.C. Gliding School, we
would like to mention that the satisfactory
results are to a great extent due to their
friendly help and co-operation.

During the year we have done well over
2,000 launches. In the hangar we now boast
five aircraft, two winches, three airfield
vehicles and also a signals caravan. The
completion of the club room towards the
end of the year at last enables us to organise
social activities.

We remind you that this is the nearest
R.A.F.'G.S.A. club to Lonoon, being only
a few minutes from Elm Park station. We
will be very pleased to see new service
members wishing to take up gliding and
also any other visitors who may happen to
pop in.

G.H.M.
NIMBUS
(Geilenkirchen)
AT the recent A.G.M. it was decided to

adopt the above name for the Gliding
Club at R.A.F. Geilenkirchen:it was in
fact the name of the club at R.A.F.
Wildenrath which was amalgamated with
the Geilenkirchen Club by Andy 60ugh in
1958; as we still have in use tw.o of the
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Wildenrath aircraft, we feel it is an appro
priate name for the club.

At the same meeting Group Captain
P. de L. Le Cheminant agreed' to take the
post of Chairman and Cpl. WilfPickles was
elected C.F.l. to replace Wing Commander
Croshaw who is posted. We have also
recently lost Cpl. "Spider" Webb to tne
Redhand Club at BalIykelly, 0If. Tech.
Bill Andrews to Bicester Centre and Chf.
Tech. Etfclie Sowter to the FenLand Club.
Jnr. Tech. "Ben" Bennet has joined us from
East Anglian at Duxford.

In the last year we got one Diamond
Height-Wing Commander Croshaw at
Zell am See who gO<t to 31,700 ft., one
Gold Height-Sgt. Norman Wilkinson who
climbed to 12,000 ft. over t'he site in a
Cu-Nim. We also completed two Silver
C's; Norman Wilkinson did 5 hours and
distance in the Meise, while on a visit to
Giitersloh Centre to complete his Silver C,
and J)1r. Tech. Harry Howitt got his at
Lasham. We also gained another 7 Silver
legs and s.everal A, B, and C's.

Our fleet consists of one T.21'B, two
Grunau 3's, one Meise, one Rheinland, one
Weihe and one Skylark 3F. We offer a warm
welcome to any gliding types who happen
to be in the area. We fly every week-end
unless the weather decrees· otherwise.

C.O.T.

WINDRU$HERS
(R.A.F. ,Bicester)
THE Club's "Open Day" on Sunday, 29th

October, was a great success. The
aerobatic competition for the Maygothling
Cup was keenly contested and there were
some very good displays. .

Ron NewaIl ha~ a "field day", winning
both the aerobatic and spot-landing
contests and was also in the winning rigging
team; Dick :Barton won the intermediate
spot-landing contest. The formatjon team
of Andy Gough, Dave O'etlley and KeJ}
Poole put on a very polished display which
was much appreciated by the cmwd.

We nOw have the R.A.F. Gliding Centre
in operation with Andy Gough as e.F.!.
and the first Instnlctor's course has recently
been completed. Ken Poole is Centre
Secretary and all requests for courses and
accommodation should be addressed to
rum.

Our Club seCretary will soon be leaving
us for foreign parts and his place is being
taken by "Doe" Saundby.

The Novices Trophy was won thi!> year
by Dick Barton who has done extremely
well since joining the Club early in the
summer; in addition to his flying progress,
he has worked very hard behind the scenes.

H.G.

OVERSEAS NEWS

DELHI
ON ?<:>th November,. Maj~~ Yuri Gagarin

vlSlted the Delh' Ghdlng Club. A
small air display was arranged. It ()pen~
with the Rohini, flown by F/L. D. P. Soni,
performing loops and stall turns. This was
followed by Miss Raj Mitroo flying an
Indian-made Olympia.

The Ashvini took off on an Indian winch
(powered by 120 h.p. Dodge engine) and
got 1,500 ft. in less than 45 seconds and was
only 200 ft. below the Bocian. which had
taken off 8 minutes earlier on aero-ww.
'he tug pilot was Capt. R. S. Jammal and
Bocian pilot was S/L. I. S. Loughran.

After Miss Suriender Gill, with D.
Chandra as passenger, had landed Ashvim,
tne Bocian gave a magnificent display of
aerobatics by performmg loops, stall turn~,

spins, barrel roll and fimlly a low run.
After the display, Major Gagarin re-

named the' Rohini "Friendsi;Jip". He then
had tca with the member.; and gave a talk
on his space flight.

Another important occasion for the
gl'iding movement in India Was the opening
of a gliding and flying cLub at Banasthali
School for girls in Rajastan. I think this is
the only club exclusively for girls of its kind
in the world.

D.e.
DUBLIN
(Baldonnel Airfield)
ALTHOUGH it is over a ye<l,r sjnce news of
. the DliIblin Gliding Club last appeared
in these columns, we have not been at all
inactive' during that time. In fact, 1961 has
been a recor,d year for us, both in respect of
number of launches and of soaring hours.

It was also the first full year of operation
of our KA-7, and the popuLarity of this
aircraft may be g?uged from the fact that
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the club membership has nearly doubled in
the last 12 months and is noW approaching
50.

We have recently bought a Kite 2b and
other arrivals during the year have been an
Olympia and a KA-8, both privately
owned.

Wave flying has been in fashion and on a
number of occasions altitudes of around
13.000 fl. have been attained in the wave off
the Dublin Mountains. Thermals, too,
have been popping and the CIOss-country
mileage has been higher than average in
J96l.

An intel<esting inncvation which we have
tded out recently is '1 "reverse-launching"
system, designed by John BYlne. With this
system and using a tow-ear on a 6,000 ft.
runway, we have fOlmd it possible to obtain
launching heights of 2,000-2.,500 ft. in
average conditions, even in the two-seater.

"Reverse-Iaunchir.g" is a sort of cross
between auto-towing and winch-launching
and it Inas tne great advantage that, if
properly operated, no cable retrieving
whatever is necessary.

In fact it is possible, with ('·nly one ,-able
(13 gauge piano-wire), ana using two tow
cars, to give a 2,000 It. 'launch ever) two
minutes. The apparatus required cost less
than £20 to builo.

We hope to have this syst<:m in full
operation in 1%2 and to make our terth
anniversary year even more successful than
was 1961. Visitors from "across the water"
will be very welcome to visit us at Baldonnel
Airfield, Co. Duhlin.

A.G.M.

EAST AFRICAN ASSOC.
(Nakuru, K~mYQ)

T""HESE notes are being written whilst
sitting under the w'ings watching the

daily one <md a b;llf inches of raincover the
runway. The gloomy weather ,of the past
few months hasn't helped our ever-present
membership problem-<mly the hard-core,
the incredibly keen and/or insane, are
braving the elements.

Since the last notes, we have lost Bill
Shephard (posted back to England and the
congestion of Lasham) and Mike Garrod
(languishing in the wastes of Entebbe).
Nter Sl;veral years" devoted ser-vice as
C.F.I., Tony Stocken has relinquished that
post to John Ryde. We are very grateful to
Tony for all his worll;.

We wekome Jim Brimfield, of Loodon

and Andover, who is instml:ting tUm and
turn about with John.

Flora Stoeken gained her "e" certificate
with ,a CQmfortable 37 minutes in the Cadet.
Ron Mills has found sufficient flying time
between burying himself in the engines of
the tow<ars to obtain his "An and "B"
cl::rtificates., whilst George Locke gained his
"C', with 16 minutes in the air.

We are stil1 examining the maps of Kenya
for a new site-while the 2,100 yd., runway
couldn't be bettered, it is felt Jnat the lack;
of a hill site and, as a result, long non·
thermal flights, discourages newcomers.

The latest possibiHty is a long field which
w. iggles along the ridge of Menel'\gai Crater,
which rises about 1,000 fl. above the
surrounding countryside and drops into the
crater the other side for 1,365 feel. G.L.

HOLLAND
THE bad weather this summer has been
.. the main reason for no Dutch news.

During 1961 we have done less launches,
fewer hours and also less performance
flying than in previous years.

Since the nationals, only one diamond
and gold leg was achieved-by J. C.
Bernsen and only 7 Silver Cs were com
pleted. On the other hand, the accident
rate decreased as weJl and we hope this is
due to the new advanced training scheme
which will be fully in operation when all the
KA-7's are delivered.

The second batch of six arrived in
September and there are seven more to
follow. Furthermore 16 new KA-8's were
ordered after consideration of the new
Polish Lis-trainer.

A new RhOnlerche (built in the Fokker
factory by members of the Kennemer
Gliding Club) was flown Out from Schipho1
(Amsterdam-airport) on 24th June, stopping
all civil air traffic for about half an hour.

At the beginning of December the first
series Sagitt~ was flown and showed a lot
of improvements against the prototype.

Two new gliding sites have been acqui,red,
de Voorst and Witten; the former is part of
the newly reclaimed land in the ex
Zuiderzee. the latter ne.ar Gwningen
replaces the civil airport Eelde.

On Walchere.n, one Qf the islands in the
south-west (flooded in 1953), a new site is
under preparation. The club, however, are
already flying as guests at Woensdrecht,
about 40 miles away.

Exp,editions to wave-centres in the South
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available in J962.
Another all-metaJ, vee tailed sailplane is

slated for production, the Prue Standard, a
Standard Class, laminar airfoil design with
glide ratio of over 32 to- I. Paul Bikle flew
the prototype to 4th place in the .1961
Nationals.

Dick Schreder has licensed the new
Helisoar Aircraft, Inc., in Danbury, Conn.,
to manufacture and sell HP·IO sailplane
kits and these will go into production early
in 1%2 if enough orders are received.

Price has been set at S3395. This all
metal, honeycomb wing sailplane was
feat\.lred in an article in the April, 1%1,
issue of SAILPLANE AND GLIDING. Dick is
hard at work on the HP-I I to fly in the 1962
Nationals.

Another significant flight made in 1961
and not previously reported here, was one
by Bill Ivans on 22nd July. He landed only
one thermal short of a new world O. & R.
record of just over 400 miles, flying a
Schweizer 1-23H-15 from Inyokem, Calif.,
north past Bishop to Hawthorne, Nev., and
back to Olancha, Calif., in 7 hours, a total
of 365 miles. L.M.L.

are planned. Two Terlet KA.6's and an
instructor will be stationed at Yssoire
(France) during the wave season and about
20 people are expected to go there at
different times.

Ed van Bree (runner-up in the J961
Nationals) completed Dutch Diamond C
number 2 with a 5,080 metres gain of height
in a lee wave at Innsbruck, Austria on the
9th November. J.TH.V.E.

NORWAY

I N Trondelag, Norway, last autumn
offered extremely good lee-wave eon

ditions. On 29th September, Jon Trengereid
from the Technical Univcrsity Flying Club,
broke two Norwegian records by reaching
22,000 ft. after a gain of 18,000 ft. over
Selbu, 25 miles south-east of Trondheim.

The same day Ola Raaness of Trondheim
Flying Club gained 11,000 ft. before he had
to descend. from 14,000 ft. because he had
no oxygen on board. The planes used were
a L-Spat~-55 and a Lo-loo.·

On 8th November, Ole A. Heintz, of
Technical University FlyingClub,completed
his Silver C tests by flying 40 miles from
Bratsberg to Rinleiret. This flight also
gave him an altitude gain of .12,500 ft.

Waves giving such results only appear in
connection with extreme turbulence below
3-4,000 ft. and are strictly reserved for pilots
with great experience.

Those who needed more training, how
ever, had several chances of improving their
ability by flying in more moderate waves.
There have also been some primary training
and checking of pilots, for which a
Bergfalke 2, oWlled by Trondheim Flying
Club, has been used.

This club also have two Grunau Babies,
a Mucha looA and the Lo-loo mentioned
above. The Technical University Flying
Club is owner of the record-breaking
L-Spatz and the Silvaire 85 h.p. Luscombe,
used for towing. R.C.A.

U.S.A.

THE Sisu IAsailplane is now in. production
by the Arlington (Texas) Aircraft Co.

It is all-metal, vee tailed and boasts a 40 to I
glide ratio. The inilial run is for eight.

The Schweizer Aircraft Corp. is com
pleting work on the pr@totype of their all
metal, two-place 2-32 sailplane. It will have
a·56-foot laminar flow wing and a glide ratio
of over 35 to I. Production models of
Complete and kit versions should be
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BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
NYMPSFIELD. GLOUCESTERSHIRE

We offer excellent Ih~rmal. hiU and ~.ve soaring .t
a sit. on Ihe western edge of lhe Colswolds. Nr.
S.troud.

Flee. includes Skylad( n~ Olympia, Sw.flow. Prefecl and
Dual Training Machines. AerQ'Owinv avail._bl••

Comfortable Clubhouse. fir.st du, Canteen, Bu'niho.us:.
and Sar.

Summer Gliding Holidays fer ab-inilio Non*Memben

Writ.. to:- IIRISTOL G1.IOING CLUB.
Nympsfie'd, Nr. 5tonehous':! .. Glo$.

Tel: ULEY 342

Do your GJldiftg _ tbe Cornish Rlvler.

The CORNISH GLIDING ClUB
Offers courses be'wee"

10th APRIL .nd 13th OC10BER

0" its ,""vnificenl co"",,..1(Jiff Soaring Sit. in 'ne
Heart of this famed holiday area.

2 Instructors - numbers limited to 8
21 miles of go~den sands, the best surf bathing beaches
in' the counl,..,. -.nd ,11 rh. "sqIJI holid.y ."'-enilies.

Visito'u .J'WIJYs very w*lccme
Ideal for families and frie"ds

Apply, Lt.-CoL G. E. Tuson.
HoIman's. C'O\'t Rose,. Nr.. Truro, Cornwall

Phono. P.".npo,th 3361



oR. S~afford Alien

* * *' * *-7

7
GLIDING CLUB

IfE.agle" 2-seater

/

instruction
including cross - country
flying, in high performance

Manager:
LONDON

Advanced

Scottish Glidi'ng Union
Po.tmoak. Scotla....well. by Kin.oss
Training frortl ab-i,nitio to .dvlnced Filing's

Excellent hill, rhcrrllll ."d WIV. JOilring in bea I.ltifLl I
surroundings

Club FIHt includes:
T.21'., TUTORS. SWAllOW. TWO OLYMPIAS

WeJl appointed Club,ooms
h. ~ c. In aD bedrooms

Summer Courses ..... Easter and June - Seplember

·Yililer. Ind visiling aircraft ...lcome

run Mem~rship or Associattf Membership available

Write 'e, Ihe 'Seeretlry for furth.er d.etlib

The Derbyslrire and Lancashire
GLIDING Cl-US

C~mphill, Great Hu<:klow, Nr. Tideswell,
Derbyshire

The Clu,b has two dual control machines and
offers' elern·.ntary. intermediate and bigh p.4r
formancc facilities.

Private OW"!'lers are. cate-r.ed {or and a full
time Ground Engineer is employed.

The comfortable Club Hous~. Dormitories
and Canteen arc ur:lder the care of a Resident
Stewafd and Stew::ardess.

At Camphill there areall those thinc.swhic.h
make the complete Glidihg' Club!
Write to ,the Secretory for detoils of M'cmbership

and. Summer Courses.

Lasham Gliding Centre
A Federation of seven' dubs operates ,at

Lasham with communal Training, Launching,
and Social Facilities provided by the
L~sham GLiding Society.

SURREY GLIDING CLUB
High-performance gliders available for
thermal soaring at Lasham on almost
every day throughout the yea,r.

Training with Lasham Gliding Society

THREE FULL TIME PROFESSIONAl.
IRSTRUCTORS
FOUR TWO SEATERS FOR DUAL AND
EARl.YSOLO TRAINING

INTERMEDIATE AN~ ADVANCED
SOARJNG WITH TIlE CLUBS

INSTRUCTORS' COURSES
ADVANCED COURSES

FLYING EVEIlY DAY

*New Ab-Initio members 'welcome
Unsurpassed facilities, for private ,owners

and syndicale groups

-
Wrile,lo:

J. N. COCHRANE. Goneral Manogo,
'''SHAM GLIDING CENTRE. ALTON, HANTS

For details write to:

The Sec.reur,. SII•••, GlidinC Club.
L;uham GlidinC Centre,

Alton, H."ts.

YORKSHIREGLI DING CLUB
Silo, Sullon bnk. Thlrsk. North Yo.bhir. (100011.•.••1.1

Exce'llenl tiill, Thtfmal Ind Wlve So.ring IVlil.bi.
on the Hambledon Hills.

Full Training Courses available for beginner·, and tB'
pilets: in summer season.

Good Club house lacililies. including dOlmilories.

flee' includes, SKYLARK 2. SWAllOW.
TUTORS T-21·.

Visitors Welcome, Writ., for further detailll
Secret.,y, Sulton Blink, Tnirslr:. York•.

Tol. Sullon (lhir"'J 237,

-'eaSQ mention "Sailplano & Gliding" w"eft ~Iying toodvcrtisements
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